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The computer program to be described is entitled "Advanced Investi-
gation of Thermal Protection Systems for Atmospheric Entry-Modification 
Number 2" (CHAP III). CHAP III is programed in FORTRAN language and is used 
to compute the transient response of a thermal protection material to a 
prescribed heat input at the surface. The original version of the program, 
CHAP I, was developed (ref. 1) to deal with ablation materials but bas been 
applied to a wide class of thermal protection rrob1ems. CHAP III has been 
developed pximarily to add the capability to 8h~lyze chemical kinetics in 
detail. 
The purpose of this note is to provide a user's manual for the revised 
computer program. Use of CHAP III should not be attempted without 
familiarity with the mathematical development of CHAP I. Lengthy 
mathematical developments are avoided since they are included ib the 
references. However, this manual does provide a brief descrir~ton of the 
mathematical model around which CHAP III is built. The emphas.s herein is 
on those points that represent changes in the mathematical model that was 
the basis for CHAP I. 
This manual contains a set of tables which provide: (1) a definition 
of physic~l symbols and a list of FORTRAN symbols, (2) a list of input and 
output FORT1~~ variables in the order they appear in the I/O lists of CHAP 
III and, (3) an alphabetical list of FORTRAN symbols and their location in 
(1) and (2). Cross reference features in these tables should permit 
straight-forward use of CHAP III • 
SYMBOLS 
The computer program is normally used with English Units 
shown in !.3rentheses below. A consistent set of 51 units can be 
used if PREHE = 2 and YDEL is set equal to the Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant in the units chosen. 
A frequency factors in Arrhenius constants (units vary with 
reaction order) 
Ai chemical specie identification symbols for re~~tants 
fii chemical specie identification symbol for products 
C concentration of a component, gm-mo1es/cm3 (gm-moles/cm3) 























activation energy. J/kg (Btu/Ibm) 
enthalpy, J/kg (Btu/Ibm) 
1eaction rate constant for pyrolysis reactions or for oxidation 
of char (units vary with order) 
total thickness, m (ft) . 
molecular weight 
number of chemical reactions 
reaction order 
rate of deposition kg/m3s (lbm/ft3s) 
number of reacting specie 
universal gas constant, J/kg-K (Btu/lbmR) 
pressure at the wall, atmospheres 
rate of production of chemical specie by chemical reaction, 
"<s/m3s (p/cm3s) 
net aerodynamic heating rate to the surface, w/m2 (Btu/ft2s) 
power on the temperature in the rate equation 
time, s 
temperature, K (OR) 
velocity of surface due to surface recession, m/s (ft/s) 
stoichiometric coefficients of reactants 
stoichiometric coefficients of products 
order of reaction for reactants 
order of reaction for products 
char permeability, m2 (ft2) 
viscosity coefficient. N-s/m2 (lbf s/ftl ) 
... 
• 




§ dimensionless coordinate normal to surface 
A weight of char removed per unit weight of oxygen diffusing to 
the surface 
1/Ibl parameter equal to ~lK, m2s/N (ft2s/lbf) 
ZRT\l 




e e:ternal to the boundary layer 
f forward 
i integers 
0 initial 'Values 






, The physical model of an abbtion material as used herein is 
shown s(.ht~!:ically in figure 1. More complex models have been described 
(see, fer example, ref. 2). Howevel., the physical moclel used herein can 
approximate a wide range of ablation problems. MOreover, this .adel is 
describ/~ adequately by a mathematical .odel whose ca.puter solution is 
feasible. The general form of the energy equation for CHAP III is shown 
below: 
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(Storage) + (Pyrolysis solid reactions) + (Pyrolysis gas"reactions) + 
(Convection) + (Conduction) + (Work) + (~etic energy) + (Viscous (1) 
dissipation) - 0 
The mathematical model differs in some respects fro~ CHAP I. The 
areas of the analysis where major changes have been made in the terms of 
the energy equation are outlined in the following section~. In addition, 
a set of density equations has been added to account for a pyrolysis 
reaction zone rather than thp reaction plane used in CHA!' I, 
The Pyrolysis Gas Kinetic Reactions 
CHAP III can compute the solution to the generalized chemical 
kinetics problem. The kinetics analysis is necessary when neither 
chemical equilibrium nor chemically frozen pyrolysis gas flow provides an 
adequate approximation. In addition, simplified analyses are included to 
provide the bounding conditions: gases that are chemically frozen'or 
gases that are in chemical equilibrium. 
The general kinetic solution.- The kinetic solution must be 
approached from a general standpoint to have broad applicability. The 
chemical reactions involved in a generalized reaction can be written in 
the following form: 
N kf N 
r (lij Aj j~ r l3ij Bj i=l 'k i=l 
rj 
(2) 
Each value of i in equation (2) corresponds to one chemical specie and 
j takes on values from 1 to the number of chemical reactions involved. 
Once the equation seihhas been established by equation (2), the rate of 
production of the i specie can be written as: 
where the values kf and kr are of the form 
k • AT-Se-E/ RT 






The generality of the above equations maJu:;a them very useful. The 
price paid for this generality is increased computing time. The chain 
multiplications involved in the 1T terms of equation (3) are the main 
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.. The above equations are included as a sub-rout!ne that can be 
inserted into CHAP III to model a generalized set of chp~cal reactions. 
However, the generalized approach is not recommended except under unusual 
conditions. 
Explicit kinetic solutions.- A more practical approach to the 
kinetic solution is to write out explicitly the rate of production terms 
defined by equation (3). This approach constrains the set of chemical 
reactions that can be modeled. This constraint will be minimal if 
judicious choices are made for the set of chemical reactions. For 
example, a system of chemical reactions fot ablation materials has been 
programed explicitly and used with excellent results by the authors for a 
number of ablation materials. This explicit equation set is included in 
the program as the standard option for modeling gas kinetics. 
Simple systems should almost always be modeled by writing a new 
e~ljcit expression to describe the unique system being modeled. This 
e~)licit expression is programed and inserted at statement number 10 in 
the KINET subroutine. The appropriate changes can be made in the comment 
cards in the INOUT subroutine so they describe the set of chemical 
reactions currently being used. An example is shown below to demonstrate 
the simplicity of the explicit approach. A simple set of chemical 
reactions is shown in equation (4) 
2H 
The 4 species are: 
1 CH4 
2 - CH3 
3 - H2 
4 I:' 
From equation (3a), an explicit expression for the rate of production of 
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P. = RATE (1) = (PSC (1,1) - RSC(l,l»*(FK(l)*XHULTP - RK(l)*XHULTR) (7) 
.1. 
The expression for BATE(2) is equal in magnitude to RATE (1) since 
CH3 appears only in equation (4a) and the stoichiometric coefficients are 
eq ua1. This is programed as: 
P2 = RATE (2) = -RATE (1) 
The expression for RATE (3) also conta~s only one set of terms. 
Y4 
XMULTP = ~ 2 = C(4)**NPEX(4,2) 
°3 XMULTR = Cg 2 = C(3)**NREX(3,2) 
2 
P3 = RATE(3) = (PSC(2,3) - RSC(2,3»*(FK(2)*XHULTP-RK(2)*XMULTR) 
The production rate for specie 4 contains two sets of terms since it 





RATE(4) = (PSC(2,4) -RSC (2,4»*(FK(2)*XMULTP-RK(2)*XHULTR) (12) 
+(PSC(1,4) - RSC(1,4»*(FK1)*XMULTP-RK(1)*XMULTR) (13) 
It should be noted that the expression for specie 4 can also be written 
as: 
P4 a RATE(4). -RATE(l) - 2*RATE(2) (14) 
If equations (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), and (14) are used, the 
computer time is approximately 6% of that required by the generalized 
equation (3a). Larger. systems of chemical reactions can be programed in 
an equally simple fashion. The approach to a kinetic solution in this 
section has foll.owed closely the development in reference 3. 
The bounding ~Qlutions.- It is frequently desirable to establish 
the boundaries within which a solution will 11e. With respect to 
chemical reactions, these boundaries ~re defined by: (1) the solution 
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the pyrolysis gases are in chemical equilibrium. The frozen solution 
requires no elaboration. The equilibrium solution contained in CHAP III 
is base~ on the assumption that the pyrolysis gases are in local thermal 
and chemical equilibrium within the porous solid. This assumption makes 
it possible to compute the enthalpy and chemical composition of the gas 
as a function of temperature and pres~ure. The equilibrium solution for 
a given chemical systen is readily o~tained by use of the computer 
program described in r~ference 4. The output of that program is 
compatible with the input required by CHAP III. 
Chemical reactions betwe~~ pyrolysis gases and boundarv layer gases.-
CHAP III hat:> prOVisions for ii.lcorporating the effects of boun<.ary layer 
combustion into the surface recession rates. The ~del used to develop 
the combustion analysis was a carbon bearing gas being injected into a 
boundary layer that contains oxygen. When the combustion of pyrolysis 
gases is included, thl:: exrression for first order oxidation of the 
surface becomes: 












. -1:. qc, net 
Here til b includes all carbon injected into the boundary layer, 
cu on . 
either as a result of pyrulysis or as a result of sublimation, except 
carbon in the form CO. Also, the assumption is made that any oxygen in 
the pyrolysis gases is in the form CO. The computer program has been 
made flexible enough so that other material systems, exposed to more 
generalized atmopsheres, can be analyzed. 
The Density Equation 
The chemically reacting components of the solid are allowed to vary 
as a function of position and time in CHAP III. Pyrolysis reaction-in-depth 
has been incorporated into the transient analysis in a fashion similar to 
that used in the quasi-steady solution described 1r reference 5. This 
analysis is not included in reference 1, so it is outlined here. The 
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where there is one de~sity equation for each component in the solid. The 
rate of mass loss ap/at of each component is ~1ven by a pseudo-order 
classical rate expres~10n (refs. 6, 7) • 
.££ n --6E/RT 
at - p Ae (l6b) 
Solid carbon is formed both by the irreversible pyrolysis reactions and 
by deposition from the gas phase. The differential equation for the 
density of carbon is: 
The rate of deposition of solid, w, is calculated from the gas phase 
kinetics solution. The expression for the derivative a§ is: 
at 
m a§ : s 
at P L 
s 
(1 - §) 
(l6c) 
(17) 
where m is the surface mass loss rate and p L is the local density 
s s 
at the current surface location. The remaining derivative in equation 
(16), ap , is obtained with standard finite difference techniques. 
TI 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
The physical model in figure 1 has been approximated in 
one-dimension by a finite difference network. A coarse grid illustrated 
in figure 2 is used with an implicit-finite difference formulation of the 
enerey equation to generate a set of simultaneous algebraic equations. 
Th~se algebraic equations are readily transformed to a tri-diagonal form 
whose solution is rapid and accurate. Within the coarse grid of the 
energy equation is a finer grid whose spacings v~ry ~ith chemical 
composition. This finer gridwork is used to inte~rate the non-linear 
ordinary differential equations that describe the chemical reactions that 
occur in the pyrolysis gas. The mass-density equations use the results 
of both the energy equation and chemical kinetics in conjunction with the 
pyrolysis rate to generate instantaneous density values for all 
components at each coarse grid location. The coarse grid is more than 
adequate for approximating the energy equation. The fin~r gridwork is 
required to give adequate approximations to the highly non-linear 
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numerical approach is indicated by the following examples. 
Comparisons with Exact Solutions 
Two problems for which exact solutions exist were modeled with the 
ablation pr,;)t4ram and solved numerically. The resulting numerical 
solutions we~e then compared with the exact solutions. The first problem 
selected was to find the temperature response of a heat sink, with 
constant material propertie~, that bad a constant-heating rate applied to 
one face and was perfectly insulated on the other face. A comparison of 
numerical and exact solutions to this problem is shown in figure 3. The 
percent error in the numerical solution is plotted for three points 
within the solid: near the surface, the mid-point of the slab, and the 
back surface of the slab. Since the exact solution has a discontinuity 
at tiwe equal zero, the comparison is started at a non-dimensional time 
(kt/L "PC) of 0.025. This figure shows that ,-~rT:>rs in the numerical p 
solution are negligible. 
The second problem was to find the temperature response of an 
ablation material undergoing quasi-steady ablation when pyrolysis 
reactions- in-depth are present, and the heat of pyrolysis is zero. The 
zero heat of pyrolysis decouples the mass and energy equations thus 
permitting exact solutions (ref. 8). The resulting exact temperature 
equation is an exponential function of distance. This problem was 
modeled on th~ computer by imposing constant environmental conditions 
and allowing the quasi- steady conditions to develop as they would in a 
semi-infinite slab. After about 140 seconds, the numerical solution 
approached a quasi- steady condition by oscillating about the exact 
solution. In the exact solution, the surface recedes at a constant 
velocity, and the temperature and density profiles do not change with 
time. The transient numerical solution oscillated slowly about the exact 
solution. Figure 4 shows the teruperature profile, obtained numerically 
after 140 seconds at constant conditions, compared with the exact 
solution. Agreement between the solutions is good. Similar agreement is 
obtained at all greater times investigated. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Using the Program 
To assist the user, three tables are included in this paper. Table 
1 contains evo sections. The first section is in alphabetical order 
according to physical symbols. These symbols were used in the 
mathematical modeling of the physical system. Each physical symbol is 
defined in section one and the equivalent FORTRAN symbol is given. A 
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other tables. The second section of Table I contains the same 
information about items that are important enough to require definition 
but were not assigned a physical symbol. 
Table I should be used to go from the mathematical formulation in 
reference 1 to symbols used in this computer program. This table can 
obviously be used as an updated symbol list. 
Table II contains a list of input and output variables in the order 
of appearance in the I/O lists of the computer program. This table can 
be used as a reference when preparing inputs. Two columns of numbers are 
included in this table. The first column, in parenthesis, is the item 
number of that FORTRAN variable. The third column is the number assigned 
to the FORTRAN symbol in Table I. 
The primary method of input is by use of the namelist entitled 
NAME!. The remainder of the inputs are made by individual FOkMAT. The 
appropriate FORMAT to use for each input is listed under comments. The 
latter inputs, not included in NAMEl, are those that will be changed 
infrequently when working with a particular material system. 
Table III is an alphabetical listing by FORTRAN symbol. The 
majority of these symbols are used internally and have no physical 
significance. When appropriate, the corresponding symbols are listed 
opposite the FORTRAN symbol. The location of the FORTRAN symbols in 
Tables I and II are listed for cross-reference purposes. Table III will 
be of use when working internally with the program. Internal items will 
only be known by FORTRAN symbol. 
A brief description of the table look-up subroutines used in the 
program is included as Appendix A. The inputs for these sub-routines are 
input in standard Namelist form in NAMEI. 
Experience has shown that computing time is virtually unaffected by 
the number of finite difference stations used as long as the total 
(I+J+M) is 100 or below. Consequently, it is recommended that I+J be 
greater than 50 and M greater than 10. It does not save computing 
time to use a smaller number of stations but it will increase truncation 
errors. 
Example Case 
The example case included herein is moderately complex so that a 
number of the more cOllDDOnly used factors of the program are demonstrated. 
A copy of the actual output is printed in Appendix B. The ablation 
material in this case contains seven solid pyrolysis reactions, all of 
which leave a solid residue upon pyro1yzing. The ablation material is 
modeled by 51 finite-difference stations spaced at 1/n-1 or 1/50 • 0.02 
distance apart. The computer automatically calculates the number of fine 
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material is subjected to an environment that is typical of entry at lunar 
return velocit~'. 
The first section of printout in Appendix B is a list of the 
NAMELIST entitled NAMEI. This list continues for 14 1/2 pages and is 
terminated by $END. The values input in _this section are typical for 
epoxy ablation materials and can be used where s~ecific data are not 
available. Immediately following NAMEI is a list of the inputs required 
by the pyrolJ~is-gas kinetics sub-program. The reading and printing for 
this section are done in subroutine IN~UT. The values listed in this 
section are for the chemical species and kinetic equations listed iu the 
subroutine. The last section of input is a tabular listing of selected 
data from NAMEI. These tabulated items are frequently referred to and 
are relisted for convenience. 
The results of calculations are headed by the title "Beginning of 
Output." The output is keyed to the current computed value of time 
designated as TAU. The first cycle of output occurs after only one time 
step or DELTAU. The first print~ in this case, occurs efter only 
.0078125 second. As would be expected after such a brief time interval, 
the temperature of the ablator, T, is virtually unchanged from the 
initial condition. Even the surface temperature has risen only 3.84 
degrees. All points of the ablator are at such a low temperature that no 
pyrolysis is occurring. Consequently, the gas flow past all points 
within the solid, WWPDOT, is zero and the density of all reacting 
components of the solid, RHO, remain at initial values. 
One more print sequence is shown at a ti~ of 80.023437. The 
surface temperature has increased to 5400.83 R. Pyrolysis has proce~deQ 
to a point that the den.sity of all seven solid components has been 
reduced to zero at the surface. Deposition of carbon has proceeded to a 
point that the density at the surface is 23.5441 pounds per cubic fo~t. 
The average molecular weight of the pyrolysis gases as they enter the 
boundary layer is 11.114. This value is much lower than the av~rage 
molecular weight of 37.815 as produced by pyrolysis. The temperatures 
are so high that a large percentage of the pyrolysis gas should be 
converted to solid carbon. An examination of the rates of deposition of 
carbon confirms this assumption. The sum of the rate of deposition, 
WDEP, of carbon represents 44% of the mass formation rate of pyrolysis 
gas. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The computer program which has been descr~bed (CHAP Un has the 
capability of computing the response of a material to a prescribed heat 
input at the surface. This program is a modification to an existing 
program (CHAP 1). This manual contains a brief explanation of the 
modification that was made to the original p~ogram. Use of CL\P III 
should not be attempted without familiarity with the mathematical 












contain all FORTRAN symbols used in the program. A brie.: explanaUonis 







The following are instructions on the use of library TABLE LOOKUP 
subroutines contained in the computer program. These sheets are copies 

















SUPERSEDES COpy DATED: 8/1/68 PAGE 1 OF Z 
SUBROUTINE FTLUP 
NOTE: This subroutine is a special case of MTLUP (El. 5) ... nd is 
included to provide continuity of existing programs. New 
programs should use MTLUP instead of FTLUP. 
LANGUAGE: FORTRAN 
PURPOSE: Computes y = F(x) from a table of values using first or second 
order in"terpolation. An option to give ya constant value for 
any x is also prOvided. 
USE: CALL FTLUP (X. Y. M. N. VARI. VARD) 
x - The name of the independent variable x. 
Y - The name of the dependent variable" y = F(x) 
M- The order of interpolation (an integer) 
M = 0 for y a constant as explained in the NOTE below. 
M = 1 or Z. First or second order if VARI is 
strictly increasing (not equal) 
M = -lor -2. First or second order if VARI is 
strictly decreasing (not equal) 
N - The nwnber of points in the table (an integer). 
V ARI - The ncune of a one-dimensional array which contains 
the N values of the independent variable. 
VARD - The name of a one-dimensional array which contains 
the N values of the dependent variable. 
NOTE: VARD(I) corresponds to VARI(I) for I = 1.2 •.••• N. 
For M = 0 or N ~ I, y = F (V ARI(1» for any value of x. 
The program extrapolates. 
RESTRICTIONS: All the numbers must be floating point. The values of the 
independent variable x in the table must be strictly 




























The following arrays must be dimensioned by the calling 
program as indicated: V ARI(N), VARD(N). 
A function of the order of interpolation used. 
Nielson, K. L. ; METHODS IN NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, 
pp. 87-91. 
Milne, NUMERICAL ANAl.YSIS. pp. 69-73. 
4308 locations 
If the VARI values are not in order. the subroutine 
will print TABLE BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP 
AT POSITION xxx TABLE 15 STORED IN LOCATION 
xxxxxx (absolute). It then prints the contents of V ARI 
and V ARD. and STOPS the program. 
NASA. LRC. Edward C. Polhamus. Jr. 
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SINGLE OR DOUBLE INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE FOR 
CONTINUOUS OR DISCONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
Given some function with two independent variables, 
x and z, this subroutine performs Kxth and Kzth 
order interpolation to calculate the dependent 
variab~e. In this subroutine all si~gle line 
functions are read in as two separate arrays 
and all multi-line functions are read is as 
three separate arrays, i.e. 
i = 1, 2, L 
J = 1, 2, M 
k = 1, 2, N 
CALL DISCOT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABZ, NC, NY, 
NZ, ANS) 
XA - The X argument. 
ZA rhe Z argument (may be the same name as X on 
single lines). 
TABX _ A one.·dimens ional array of X t s. 
TABY - A one-dimensional array of yt s • 
TABZ - A one-dimensional array of Z's. 
NC A control word that consists of a sign and three 
digits. The control word is formed as follo~s: 
(1) If NX = NY, the sign is -. If NX # NY, NX 
is computed by DISCOT as NX = NY/NZ. The 
sign is + and may be omitted if desired. 
(2) A 1 in the hundreds position of the wurd 
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PAGE 2 OF' 6 SUPERSEDES copy DATED: 2-28-0· 
------------~-------.:----------------~ 
DlSCOT 
a~cve Z max. With a zero in this position 
extrapolation occurs ..... hen Z ";> Z max. The 
zero may be omitted if desired. 
(3) 1-7 in the tens pcsitio~ cf the ..... ord icdi-
cates the order of interpolation in the 
X direction. 
(4) 1-7 in the uni~s positicn of the ..... ord 
indicates the order of interpolation in 
the Z direction. 
NY The number of points in the Y array 
NZ The number of poi~ts in the Z array. 
ANS - The dependent variable Y. 
The follo ..... ing programs ..... ill illustrate various 
ways to use DISCOT. 
Case I. Given Y ; f(x) 
NY ; 50 
~X (number of points in X array) ; NY 
Extrapolation when Z > Z max 
Second order interpolation in X direct.iGn 
No icterpolation in Z direct jon 
Control word ; -020 
1. DIMENSION TABX (50), TABY (~O) 
1 ?ORMAT (8E 9.5; 
READ (5, 1) TABX, TABY 
R~AD (5, 1) XA 
CALL DISCOT (XA, XA, TABX, TABY, TAEY. 
- 0 2 o. 50, O. All S ) 
Case II Given Y ; f(x, z) 
NY :; boo 
NZ = 10 
NX NY/NZ (computed by DISCU'i.' ) 
Extrapolation when Z > Z max 
L i II l' a:c interpolatiull in X dirc2tion 
Linpar intcrpolatio:1 in Z dire.::ticn 
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VOLUME: I 
LANGLEY SECTION: El.2 
RESEA RCH INITIALS: VPA 
COMPUTEjl y 
PROGRAM !NG 
MANUAL CENT E R DATE: 8-1-68 
SUPERSEDES copy DATED:2-28-67 PAG~: 3 OF 6 
DISCOT 
DIMENSION TABX (800), TABY (800), TABZ (10) 
1 FORMAT (8E 9.5) 
READ (5, 1) TABX, TABY, 7AEZ 
READ (5, 1) XA, ZA 
CALL DISCOT ( XA, ZA, TABX, TABY. TAEZ, 
iI, 800, 10,ANS) 
Case III. Given Y = f{x, z} 
JjV 800 
NZ :0: 10 
NX = NY 
.Extrapolation when Z >Z max 
'Seventh order interpolation in X direction 
Third order interpolation in Z direction 
Control word = -73 
DH1ENSION TABX ( 800) , TABY(800), 'rABZ (10 ) 
1 FORMAT (8E 9.5) 
READ ( 5 , 1) TABX, TABY, TABZ y 
READ ( 5 , 1) XA, ZA 
CALL DIS COT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABl, 
-73, 800, 10, ANS) 
Case IV. Same as Case III with no extrapolation above 
Z max. Control word = -173 
CALL DISCOT (XA, ZA, TABX, TABY, TABZ, -173, 
800, 10, ANS) 
RESTRIC'l'IONS: See 4c of METHOD for restrictions on tabulating 
~rrays and discontinuous functions. The order 
of interpolation in the X and Z directions may 
be from 1-7. 
METHOD: 
18 
The following subprograms are used by DISCOT: 
UHS, DISSER, LAGhAN. 
Lagrange's interpolation formula is used in 10th 
the X &nd Z direction for interpolation. This 
method is explained in detail in Methods in Nu~eri­
cal Analysis by Nielsen. The search in both tile 
X and Z direction observe the following rules: 
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PAGE 4 OF 6 
Drs COT 
SUPERSEDES Copy DATED: 2-28-67 
2. X '> X the rout ine chooses the following 
n 
points for extrapolation. 
3. X S Xn the routine chooses the following 
points for interpolation. 




+1 , Xi _k + l +1 , ••• Xi _ k + l +k 
2 2 
Yi - k +1 , Yi - k +l +1 , •••• 
2 2 
k is even Xi _ k , Xi_~+l' 
2 2 
2 2 2 
2 
Yi - k + l + k 
2 
2 
4. If any of the subscripts in Rule 3 becom0 
negative or greater than n (number of points), 
RuJ.es 1 and 2 apply. When discontinuous 
functions are tabulated, the independent 
variable at the point of discontinuity is 
repeated, i.e. 
k = 2 (Xl' X2,X3'X3,X4,X5'Yl'Y2'Y3,Y4'Y5,Y6) • 
The subroutine will automatically exami~e the 
points selected before interpol~tion and if 
there is a discontinuity, the followin~ ~ulc~ 



























SUPERSEDES COpy DATED: 2-28-67 PAGE 5 OF6 
DISCOT 
a. X ~ Xd points previously c~hosen are modified 
for ~nterpolation as shown 
b. X >Xd points previously chosen are modified for 
interpolation as shown 
• • • Xd+k 
c. When tabulating discontinuous functions, 
there must always be k+l paints above and 
below the discontinuity in order to get 
p~oper interpolation. 
When tabulating arrays for this subroutine, 
both independent variables must be in 
ascending order. 
In so~e engineering programs with many tabl~s, 
it is quite desirable to read in one array of 
XIS that coula be used for R~l lines of a 
multi-line function or different functions. 
The above not only saves much time in preparin~ 
tabular data, but can also save many loeati,'r.s 
previously used vhen every y coordinate had 
to have a corre~ponding x coordir.ate. ~ven 
though the above is r.ot always applicable, 
the subroutine has been written to handle thi~ 
sjtuation. 
Another additional feature that may be il:;ef1tl 
is the possibility of a multi-line function 





























SECTION: El. 2 
INITIALS: VP A 
DATE: 8-1-68 










Ni~lsen, K.L.; Methods in Numerical Analysis 
DISCOT 555 8 locations 
UNS 40 locations 
DISSER 110~ locations 




.1 ___ .. --4 
SOURCE: SHARE Library, General Motors Corp., Allison Div. 
RESPONSIBLE 
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EXAMPLE C\sE 
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0.5ItE+03, 0.5"e+03, 0.54e+Cl, 0.5ItEt03. 0.54E+C3, 0.54E+03, 
0.5ItE+0], 0.54E+03. 0.54E+C], 0.54E+03, 0.54E+03, 0.5ItE+03, 
0.5ItE+C3, 0.54E+OJ. 0.54EtC3, 0.5Ite+0]' 0.54E·03. 0.54E+03, 
0.54E.03. O. 54E +03. 0.54E+C3. 0.5ItE+0]. 0.54E.C3. ".54E+0), 
0.54f+C). 0.54E+O). 0.54E+03, 0.54E+03, 0.54E+03. 0.54f+03, 
0.54£:+C3. 0.SleE+03. 0.54E+C3, 0.54E"03. 0.54E+Cl. 0.54e+03, 
0.54f+C3, 0.54E"0]. 0.54E+C), O.54E+03. 0.54E+C3. 0.54E+03. 
0.~4E+C], 0.54E+0), O.SleE"Cl, 0.54[+03, 0.54E+03. 0.54E+03. 
0.541:+03, 0.54E+03, 0.54Et·:3. 0.54[+03, 0.54E+C3. 0.54E+03, 
0.5leE+C3, 0.54E+03, O.54E+Cl, 0.54E+03. 0.54E+03, 0.54[+03, 
0.54E+Cl. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 
0.3U8E+00, C.302LE.00, 0.2711E.00, O.2521E+00. O. L625E.00, 
0.0, 0.0, C.O, 0.0. O.C, 
0.0, c.o, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
1. 
a, 
0.12e+03. 0.1C8E+04, 0.144E.01t, 0.18E+01" 0.216E.04, 0.252E.04, 
0.257/tE.01t, C.7E.04, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0. O.c. 0.0. o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. o. c, 0.0. 
0.250I,E.OO, C.29Q1E+00, 0.3478£.00. o .3965E +1)0. 0.4452EtOO, 
0.-\939E+00, 0.5012E+00. C.5E+00, 0.0, 0.0. o. O. 0.0, 0.0, 




0.0, 0.56E+03, 0.66E+03, 0.76E.03, 0.a6EtO), 0.96E+03, 
0.10t.Et04. 0.U6E+04. 0.121EtOit, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.3e+O.1. 0.32QE.OO, 0.3t4E*OO, O.3c;7l:tOC, O.406E*OO, O.41aE.OO, 
0."24E;+OO. 0.1t25E+OO. 0.1t25E+OO, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 
-.. -,-------- .... ,.~ .......... _---., ......... _--.. ...-..- ----- ...... "-~ -- ---~ 
I , 
r----
.,..... 0..., ;",*,. 'iFiRiEJlit;"'fi(iiit:w"'lt"': .~,:a'4 .p" . ..5l?<~ '.·*9(,O=AJ$$ i G»¥34I!.l'OUAC,OiSZU."'IWiJ4l '.P 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 
"CPOP 0, 
NCPDP • 0, 
TTCPDP .. 0.0, 0.0, O.C. 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0. o. a. 0.0, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 
CPDPTB • O.llE+JO, a.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0. c.o. O.C, 0.0. o.c. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
"'CPBAR .. 1, 
NCP8AR .. 2. 
TT8CP8 • O.lE+O'. 0.2E.04, D.O. c.c. O.Q, 0.0. 0.0. 0.(;, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, c.c, 0.0, 
(PBTAB • ~.lE +04, 0.2E+04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.1), 0.0, 
0.0, C.O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
"K .. 1, 
U • 8, 
TTAaK • 0.5E+03, 0.lE+04, O.15E+OIt , ".2e+0", (.25E+04, 0.3E+04, 
O.35E+04, 0.ltE+04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, Cl.O, C.O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
, CKTAB • O.lItE-OIt, 0.lltE-04, 0.388E-01t, 0.8UE-OIt, 0.111E-03, 0.161£-03, 
0.2E-0), u.2E-0), 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, O.Or 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
.. CKNP • 0, 
NCI(NP • 8. 
N 










0.4E+04, 0.0, 'C.O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
O.l~E-O~. 0.lltE-04, 0.388E-04. 0.81le-04. 
0.2E-03, ~.O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.~, 0.0, 






MCKHDP • 0, 
NCKNDP • O. 
TCKNDP • 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0" 0.0, 




J)"O, o. O. 
O. o. 0.0, O.C, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. D.O. 0.0. D.C. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. D.O. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. ' 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0, O.C. 0.0, 0.0. 
<,. 
• 1, MHW 



















0.2E.04. C.25E+04t 0.3E.04, 
0.5E+04. 0.55E+04, 0.6E+04, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
• -0.IE+02. 0.111E+03, 
0.816E+03. 0.98E+03, 
O.206E~u4, 0.255E+04, 
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 
• 0, 
• 0, 
• 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
0.2)QE+0), 0.375E+03, 0.517E.03. 0.665E+03. 
0.1173E+04, 0.1384E+04, 0.17E+04. 
0.3E+04. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 
0.0, 
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0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0'.0, 
0.5E+00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0, 
0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
O.lE +01, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0, 
0, 






















0.119E+03. 0.139E+03, 0.1,.9E+03, 0.159E+03, 
0.199E+03, 0.219E+03, 0.239.E+03, 0.259E+03, 
0.329E+03, 0.369E+03. 0.399E+03, 0.,.19E +03, 
0.1t89E+03, 0.509E+03 0.529E+03, 0.549E+03, 
0 ~99E+03, O.llE·OIt, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.1.1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 
O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.192lE+05, 0.1922E+05, 0.1934E.05, 0.1934E.05, 
C.1873E"05, C.1764E+05, 0.1565E+05, 0.1318E+05, 
0.94E+04, 0.8e8E"04, 0.1046E"04, 0.6188f.04, 
0.488E+04, 0.437~E+04, 0.3948£ .. 04, 0.3575E+04, 
0.2977E+C4, C.2724E+04, 0.2491E+04, 0.2273E+04, 
C.1855E +04. 0.161t9E+04, 0.1438E+01t, 0.1232£+04, 
C.83lEt03, 0.6567E+03, 0.504E+03, 0.3767E+03, 
0.2112E.03. C.1404E+03, 0.1404E+03, ~,9768E.02. 
C.4b6ZE .. 02, 0.3277E"02, 0.229E"02, 0.162E+02. 
0096E+Ol. 0.72E"01, 0.5E+Ol. 0.8E-02, 0.8E-02. 
I l.c_~~:t~';-:~~~~:~~~lf,\".;i"'·f;IiI;.1' ... :;1::'·~Yi"'<-;~'(""ni,,", ••• I;>!o\f.:'~~~Mr:· •. 'l4f4'f'I ..... 1 ____ '.~·, __ •
, 
• 















,-'" ;. 04 
0.8E-02, 
0.SE-02. 
0.0, O. 0, 
C.O, 0.0, 




















o.se-oz. 0.SE-02, 0.SE-02, 
0.SE-02, 0.SE-02, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, o. 0, o. 0, 0.0, 
1., 
64, 
0.0, 0.lE+02, O.2E+OZ, C.3E+02, 0.4E+02, 0.SE+02, 0.6E+02. 0.7~+02, 0.8E+02, 0.9E+02, 0.lE+03, 0.11E+03, 0.12E+03, 
0.13E+03, 0.14E+03, 0.15E+03, 0.16E+03, 0.17E+03, 0.lSE+03, 
0.19E+0), 0.2E+03, 0.21E+03, 0.22E+03, 0.23E+03, 0.24E+03, 
0.2SE+03, 0.26E+03, 0.27E+03. 0.28E+03, 0.29E+03, 0.3E+03, 
0.31E+03, 0.32E+03, 0.33E.03, 0.34E+03, 0.35E+03, 0.36E+03. 
O.37~+03, 0.38e+03, 0.3ge+03, 0.4E+03, 0.41E+03, 0.42E+03, 
0.43(+03, 0.44E+03, 0.4SE+03, 0.46E+03, 0.47£+03, 0.48E+03. 
O.49~+03, 0.5E+03, Q.S1E+03, 0.S2e+03, 0.S3E+03, 0.54E+03, 
O.S5l+03, 0.5~E+03, 0.S1[+03, 0.S8r+Ol, 0.S9E+0), 0.6E+03, 
O.~lE+Ol, 0.13E+C4, 0.2E+C4, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, c.o, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
O.75E+Ol. 0.16&E+02, 0.406E+02, 0.961E+02, 
0.3177E+03. 0.438se+03. 0.4901E+03, 0.4344E+03, 













0.831E+02. 0.712E+02. 0.61SE+02, 0.S33Et02, 
0.422E+02, O.3B2E+02. 0.j49E+02, 0.~2lE+02, 
0.Z71E+02, 0.24te+02, 0.218E+C2, O.187F.+02, 
O.122E~02. O.~2E+Ol, 0.67E~Cl. 0.47EtOl, 0.33E+Ol, 
0.22EtOl. 0.14E+C1, 0.lE+01. 0.6e+00. 0.4E+00, 
0.2EtOO, O.ISEtCC, O.lE+OO, 0.8E-Ol, 0.6E-Ol, 
0.4E-Ol, 0.3E-01, 0.3E-Ol, 0.lE-01. 0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 
O.ZE-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, O.ZE-Ol, O.lE-Ol, O.lE-Ol. 0.IE-02, 







o.u, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, o.a. 0.0, 0.0, o.c, O.c, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0. O.C, 0.0. 
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~CR • 0, 
TTA8QR • 0.0, O.3lE+02. O.36f+02, C.~lE+02. 0.~6E+C2, 0.51E+02, 
0.56f+OZ, 0.~9E.OZ, 0.61E+02. O.63E.02. 0.65E.OZ. 0.79E+02, 
0.81E+02, O.~J~+CZ, O.9lE+e2. 0.261E+03, 0.291E+0]. 0.441E.03, 
0.~b1E.03, O.~91E.03, 0.5~lE.03, 0.LIE+C4, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, c.e, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0,0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, n.o. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 
O'~I 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, O.C. 
QRTA8 • CI.5E-OI, 0.2Ew-00, 0.7E.OC. C.3~E+Ol. 0.146E+02, 0.41I1e+02, 
O.1099E+03, 0.1779E+03, 0.1831E+03. 0.1279E+03, 0.676E .. 02. 
0.37tE+OZ, 0.218E+OZ, 0.132E+02. 0.82E+01, 0.53E+Ol. 0.35E+Ol, 
0.23E.Ol. 0.16E+Ol, 0.11E+Cl, 0.8E+00, 0.6E+OO, 0.4f+00. 
0.3E.0;), 0.2E+00, 0.2E+00, 0.2E+00, O.lE+OO, 0.9E+00, 0.6E"00, 
O.~E+OC, 0.2EtOO, O.lE+OC, O.SE-OI, O.2EtOI, 0.3E-OI. O.3E-0.I. 
OdE-OI. 0.3E-Ol. 0.3E-OL, 0.3E-Ol, C.3E-Ol, C.3E-OI. 0.3E-Ol. 
O.lt-Ol, O.lE-OI. 0.3E-ol. 0.3E-OI. O.lE-OI, 0.3E-Ol. 0.3E-OI. 
0.3E-Ol, 0.3E-Ol. 0.3E-01. 0.3E-01. 0.3~-01. C.lE-Ol. 0.3E-Ol. 
0.3£-01, 0.3E-Ol. 0.3E-Ol, 0.3E-Ol, 0.3E-Ol, 0.3E-OI. 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. o.C, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. O.C, 0.0. 0.0. 






TTMCDT • 0.0, 
0.0. 
0.0, 
.. CDOTT • O.C, 
o.c, 
o.c • 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 
.-
"1 
DELHF • (,.0. 
DEL"P • 0.0. 
EIPJ • 0.0. 
CIPJ • 0.0. 
ElJH • o.c. 
ClJfII • 0.0. 
leu • 0.0. 
ETA • 0.6E.00. 
EPSOME • O.15hOO. 
THSTCP • 0.0. 
x • O.lE .00. 
MtIt a 0, 
"He • '0, 





0.12h05, O.12E.O'. 0.12£t05. 0.12e+05, o.ue+o" 
0.12E+05, 
0.12~.05. 0.12E+05, O.12E+O', 0.12£+05, 0.12E.05, 0.12£+05, 
0.12E+05, 0.12e.05. 0.12E-05, 0.12£·05, 0.12Et05. 0.12E.05, 






NTI • O. 
TTAITa • 0.0, c.o. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 
~ TeUI • 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. O.C. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
, 
J • 
..... ·.·/Wft •• fjE .~-~; 
w 
.... 
XP • 0.t4666E-Ol. 
XOP • 0.1625E+00, 
TNI.R • 0.lE+05. 
I • 26. 
J • 25, 
M • O. 
TAUO • 0.0. 
WCoOTC • 0.0, 
"POOTO • 0.0. 
oUWFO • 0.0. 
FIlEO • 0.IE+02, 
ENDTAU • O.1E+O~. 
XOPT • 0.lE+02. 
IOPT • 1, 
NXOPT • 1. 
XMIN • 0.&E-04, 
XFMIN • O.lE-Ol, 
·oJ NUMl • 
" TCPT • 0.lEt05. 
NTOPT • 2, 
AEXP • O.IE+13, 
, 
• 
• • • 
.. 
• ____ __ .... __ ~4 __ ... _.....". -.z ...... _ vl*l='.' • • I '-'IIi..... ..... m z= •• ' ..... 































• o.c, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
• 0.82E+00, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
O.C, 0.5E+Ol, O.lE+O), C.39Et02, 
0.99E+02, 0.119E+03, 0.139£+03, 
0.179E+C), 0.199E+03, O.2L9E+03. 
0.299E+03, 0.3291:+03, Cl.36<1jE+03, 
0.449E+03, 0.489E+03, 0.5C9E+03, 
0.569E+03, 0.599£+03, 0.629E+03, 
0.709E+03, 0.759E+03, 0.l1E+04, 
o. c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o.c. 0.0, 
O.Ci. 0.0, c.c. 0.0. O.c. 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0. O.c. 0.0. D.C. 0.0, 






O. 6~9E +03·, 





























































0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
O.794S~-02, O.177ge-Ol, 0.4287E-Ol, :.1~1'E.00, 
0.3453E+OO, 0.5074E+OO, 0.63~7E+00. 0.6729E.OO, 
0.56&S~+00, C.~271E+OO, 0.4923E+0~, 0.461SE.OO, 
C.4099E+00, 0.3882E.00, 0.3689E+00, 0.3511E+OO, 
C.324~EtOOt 0.~16dE.00, 0.3135E+00, 0.3141E.00, 
0.3l61f.+~O, 0.3374e+00, 0.3508E+OO, 0.3646E.00, 
0.381ZE+OO, 0.3eZ4E+00, 0.3813E+OO, 0.3696£+00, 
CrJ,61[+00, 0.33S4E+00, 0.3354E+00, 0.3256E+OO, 
0.3212E+OO, 0.~28ge+00, 0.3424E+00, 0.362E+00, 
0.4272e+00, 0.4595E+00, 0.4899E+00, 0.4633£+00, 
0.5456E+~O, 0.5836EtOO, 0.6231E+00, 0.6643e+00, 
0.7~16E+00t 0.1978E+00, 0.8458E.OO, 0.8621E.OO, 
0.9E-Ol, 0.9E-Ol, 0.9E-Ol, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
T'QRA' • 0.0, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 
QRAfT • O.lEtOl, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
.. csooo • 0.0, 
"CCDOO • 0 .. 0, 
Al • 
.. 
0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 
0.2E-Ol, C.2E-Ol, 0.2E-01, 
0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 
O.ZE-Ul, 0.2E-Ol, OftZE-Ol, 
0.2E-01, 0.2f-01, 0.2E-01, 
0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, O.ZE-Ol, 
0.2E-IH, O.ZE-Ol, 0.2E-01, 
O.ZE-Ol. 0.2E-Ol. 0.2E-Ol, 
0.2[-01, O.2E-~I. O.ZE-Ol, 











C.2E-Ol~ CI.2E-Ol, 0.2E-01, 
0.2E-01, 0.2~-01, 0.2E-Ol, 
0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-OJ, 0.2E-ol, 
0.2E-01, 0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 
0.2E-01, 0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-ol, 
0.2E-Ol, 0~2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 
0.2E-01, 0.2E-01, 0.2E-01, 
0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 0.2E-Ol, 
0.0, 0.0, -0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
'~~~"> -.~.-, • ...,. ...... --- "'-'. J'~' ___ ~~'-""""""._ _ ..... ~Ii"~..-...- ..... - •• .... :~' .. '~"11 t'. 
, 
t 
... ' rib b eM titr dr.:W d 'Mew' .. ··Aib5,L+ """".~~ '~.'''(,:::_:~ __ '-...d_~~~~~"''''-''''''''' __ '~ .. _ ... , .... -...-~~s ....... __ . ...-~ .... ,_ .. ~oOiI.i-.ho· ..... ..tr..I.A.A ... .t:.. ...... :...........L.:~~~.!t<~·+ _'_'M AM ."....-.....:~_~~ 
fl· 
MTAU • 0, 
NtAU • It, 
TTAU • 0.0, 0.6E.01. 0.lE.02. 0.4E.03. 
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0, 
UUU8 • 0.18125E-02. 0.15625E-01, 
0.625E-01. 0.lE.01. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0, O.C. 
S5@ TCHAN • 0.0, 
~~ MAl IT • 5. ERReR • 0.lE-02. 
~~ ItEBUG °a O. S! THETA • 0.lE.01, ABU' • 0.0, BBEX' • 0.0. 
lePH • 1, 
PREt-E • 0.U.01, 
ABUT • 0.0, 
~A"lT8 • 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 
\wi 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. c.c. 0.0. 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
u 0.0, c.o, 0.0. 0.0, 
O.C, 0.0. 
G ... 2T8 • 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
o.c, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
O. (I. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0, o.c, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
~ 
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0.5E+03, 0.5E+03. 0.SEt-03, 
PEllM • 0.1£-01. 0.5E-Ol. O.lE"Ol, 0.2£"01, 
IPRIt.T • O. 
KTXOP • 0. 
ICP8'" • 2. 
CPPTl • 0.3Et-00, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
TTHCCMB. 0.18E+04. 0.27Et-04. 0.36£+C4. 0.45E+04. 0.54£+04, 0.63f+04. 
0.72E+04, 
HCCMeTB • 0.411£+04, 
0.1022E+1.I5. 
























0.56 79E +04, 
0.4643E.04, 
PHCOfl!B • O.lE+OC. O.lEtOl. 0.lE"02, 0.le"03, 
~Hee~~ • Sb8624095323768l1, 
NPHeCMI. 5686240953231tf34. 
.. CP1 
• O • 
""P7 : O. 
Tlepp • 0.0, 0.0. O.C, 1.1.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0 • 





CMASSF • 0.52£+CO. 
CI1ANGE • C.2E+01. 
DOliU-P • 0.125E+03. 0.125E+03. 0.125H03. 0.164E+03. 0.164E+03. 
0.16IoE+03, 0.21E+03. 
.... --.------~ 
CSOLID • 0.25E+'C. 0.25E+CO. 0.25£+00. 0.25E+00, 0.25E+00, 0.25E+00. 
0.25E+00. 
Rl10l • ().6006£+00, 0.7854E+00. 0.10164E+02. 0.80025E+0\). 0.136125E+Ol. 
0.60885E+iH. 0.132£+02. 
NPVR • 7, 
AP • 0.5166666E.09, 0.25E+06. 0.21666667E+08, 0.21666667E+06. 
0.96t666E+Ol. O.13E+11, 0.8333333E+15. 
8P • 0.4947185E+05, 0.4344919E+05. 0.602266E+05, 0.301133£+05. 
0.52108316E+05. 0.7399268E+05. 0.99804089E+05. 
RI10 • 0.60C6E+00. 0.60061;+00. C.6006E+00, 0.6006£+00. 0.6006E+00. 
C.60(6£+00. 0.6006E+00, C.60C6E+00, 0.6006E+00. 0.6006E+00, 
O. tJOC6E.00, C.600&E.00. C.60CbE+00, 0.6006E"00, 0.6006E1-00, 
0.tOG6E·QO, O.t.OOc..[+OO, C.6006E+00. 0.6006E+OO, 0.6006E+00, 
0.60C&t'OiJ. C.6006E'00, C.60C6E+00, 0.6006E+00, O. 6006E +00, 
0.60CbE+0'), C.6006E+\)0, (.6006E+00, 0.6006E+00, 0.6006E+00, 
0.6006E+OO, 0.600bE+OO, C.60C6E+00. 0.6006E+00, 0.6006E+00, 
C.60e6E+00, 0.600bE+00. C.60C6E+00, 0.6006E+00, O.b006E+00, 
0.tO(6E+OO. C .6\)06E +00, 0.6006E+00, 0.6006E+00. 0.6006E+00, 
0.60C6[:'00, C.60061:+00, (.60C6E+00, 0.60C6E+00. O. 6006E "00. 
0.60(6E'0,), C.b,)Ot>E+OO, C.60C6E)00, 0.6006E"00, 0.6006E+00, 
0.60e6E.00. 0.6006E'00, 0.60CbE+00, 0.600 6E "00, 0.6006E+00, 
0.60C6E+00, 0.7a54E"1l0, C.7d5ItEc,00, 0.785ItE+OO, 0.1854E+00, 
~ 0.78!iItE+OO, 0.785ItE+00, 0.7854E"00, 0.7854E+00, 0.7854E.00, 
0.7854E+OO, 0.78541:'+00, C.'85ItE+00, 0.1854E +00, 0.7854E+00, 
O.18~4E+OO, C.785ItE+OO, C.185ItE+00, 0.7854E+OO, 0.7e54E+00, 
0.18!:ItE'OO, 0.785ItE+OO, (.1854E'00, 0.185Itf+OO, 0.7B54E+OO, 
oJ.7l:l!:4E."0. O.7854f.CJ. C.78S4E·CQ, 0.185ItEtOO, 0.7fj~4f+OO. 
0.71:1::4(,00, O.7:i54E;'OO. 0.185ItEtOO, 0.78541:'+00, O.1U54EtOO, 




~~'iS1S(d$4J".- 4 ••. $' ~(iQQ. at """'.~'~ ~-"~";""""R~--"'''''''<I'''~ .~,. ..... .......---."I".,.,~ ... _ .......... --~ ',~ ........... ___ ._"v_ ...... ~'_._,_ ... 9r .• ·_.~_ ... ____ -"_· _.,.-...-~~.~~.4 .• :;:;or:; 
1_-_--------I 
I 
;1 O.78S/tE+00. O.78S4E+OO, O.7854E+00, 0.7854E+00, O.7854E+00. 0.7854E+OO. C.7854E+00, C.765/t1.:+00, 0.7854E+OO, 0.185/tE+00. O.785/tE+OO. 0.185ItE+00. O.7854E+OO. 0.1854E+OO. O.7854E+OO. 0.185ItE+CO. O.7854E+00. 0.785/tE+00. 0.78541:+00, O.785/tE+00. 
-Sri O.7tl54E+OO. 0.7854E+00. C.I0164E+02, O.101~1t'='+02, O.10164E+02, O.JOI64E+02. ()~lOlo4E+02. O.101t./tE+02. 0.10164E+02. O.lOI64E+02. i 0.10164E+02. 0.10164E+02. C.I0164E+OZ. O.10164E+02. 0.1016/tE+02. 0.11l164E+(;l. 0.lu164E+J2. 0.lOl64Et02. O.101b4Et02. 0.10164E+02. §. 0.1016<tE+vZ, O.lC164E+OZ. O.10164E+02. O.10164Et02. 0.1016"e+02. O. lOlb4E +0,. 0.10164E+02. 0.10164E+02. 0.10164Et02. 0.10164'=+02. O. J0164E+OZ, C.I0164E+02. 0.10164E+OZ. 0.10164E+02. 0.10164E+02. 
O.lOI64E+02. 0.10164E+02. 0.10164E+02. O. 10 164E +02. 0.10164E+02. 
O.1016ItE+02. O.101b4E:t02. O.10164E"02. O. lCl164E t02, 0.10164Et02. 
0.JOI64E+()2. 0.101t-4E +02. 0.10164E+02, 0.10 1 bitE "02. 0.10164E +02, 
O.10164C+02. 0.lOl64E+02. 0.10161oE+02. 0.10164E +02. 0.10164E+02. 
0.10164;:+02. C.I01641:+0.2. O.10164E+02. O.lOlt:4E+02. O. 10164E +02. 
0.10164£ +02. 0.10104[,+02. C.I0164E+(l2. C. 80C25E +00. 0.80025E+OO. 
O.tOO25E+00. 0.01l025E+00. C.80025E+00. O.8C02!jE tOO. 0.8002 5E tOO. 
O.eOC25E+00. C.80025EtOC. C.80025E+00. C.80C25E+00. 0.8002SE+OQ, 
O.eOIJ2SE+OO. 0.80025E+OO. C.S0025E+00. C.80025E+00. O.80025E+00. 
O.~OC25E+UO, C.8U02~E+00. C.60025E+00. 0.80025E +00. 0.80025E+00. 
O.8002Sf+00. C.80025E+OO. C.8.JC25E+OO. 0.80025E +00. O.8002SE+00. 
0.~OC2SE+OO. 0.1:10025::+00. 0.80025E+00. O. 8002SE +00. O.80025E+00. 
O.E0025[+0l). C.1:I0025[+00. C.800Z5E+00. C.800Z5E+OO. 0.80025E"OO. 
C.80C25f+O':. 0.80\1252+00. C.800Z5E+OO. 0.8002SE+00. 0.80025E+00. 
O. t,O 0.2 5 f:+ 00 • 0.1:I00251O+OC. C.80025E+OO. 0.80025E +00, 0.800Z5E+00. 
O.f;0025E+uO. O.dOO.l5E+00. C.8()C25E+OO. 0.BOO25E+00. 0.80025E+00. 
C.EOC25E+00. O.80025E+OO. C.80025E+00, C.80025E +00. O.80025E+OO. 
0.80(;2 SE +0(1, 0.800l5E+OO, C.80025E+OO, C.80025E+')O. 
0.13tl25E+Ol. O.13t125E+Ol, 0.136125EtOI. 0.136125E+OI. 
O.1.3t.125~ .01. 0.1361.l,E+Ol. 0.13612SE+Ol. 0.136125=+01, 
O. I 3(, 1 ~ 5 E to 1 • 0.136125bOl. 0.136125EtOl. 0.136125= +01. 
o. L3~ll5[+Ol. 0.l36125E+Ol. O.136125E+Ol. 0.13t:ll5E+Ol. 
Ool36125E+Ol. 0.lJ6125E+Jl. 0.136125EtOI. 0.136125E+Ol. 
O.l3t-125E+Ol. 0.1301l5E+Ol. O.136125E+Ol. O.136125E+Ol. 
0.136125E+Ol. O. 13612 5E + 01, 0.136125E+Ol, O.136125EtOl, 
O.136125EtOl. 0.l3612SE+Ol. 0.13612SE+Ol. O.136125E+Ol. 
O.13t:~25EtOl. O.136125E+Ol. 0.136125EtOl. O. U6125E+Ol. 
O.lJt.ll'>EHH. O.13&ll5E+Ol. 0.136125EtOl. 0.136125E+Ol, 
0.1.?Ul5cf'Ol. 0.13t.125E+Ol. 0.lJ6125E+Ol. 0.136125':+01. 
J. L't 12!lt:+Ol. Ool3c:.125E +0 19 O.136125EtOl. 0.136125£+01. 
w O. UI..125E +(.'1. u.l3b125c+Ol. 0.136125E+Ol, 0.136115E+OI. 
ID 
I f ;, , 
,. 









~~. pc ~"":'"~ 44401:;", 4 « ,AU ee,- • 4". a 41 a; PO; , $ U e. A :_ 
., 
./ 
O. 13t: 125E to! , O.13t:1i5E +01./ O~ 136125E +01. 0 .136125E +Ol. 
O.136125E+Ol, 0.136125E+Ol, O.1361Z5E+Ol, O.136125E+Ol. 
O.136125E+Ol, O.bOb8SE+Ol, O~60eSSE+Ol, O.60S8SE+Ol, 
0.60885E +01, O.60!:ltlSE '-01, C.6CeSSE+Ol, O.60885E +01, 0.60885E+Ol, 
O.b0885E tOl, 0~60685E+Ol, O.60SSSE +01, 0.60885E tOl, O.6088SE+Ol, 
O. tOt85E+Ol, O. 6C8tl5E "01, C.bC885E+Ol, O.60El85E .01, O.6088SE+OL 
O.60885E+Ol, O.60B85EtOl, O.60El8SEtOl, O.60885EtOL, O.6088SEtOl, 
0.60!!83E+Ol. O.60885E+Ol, O.6088SE'Ol, 0.60a85E'OL, O.60885E+Ol, 
0.60t85E.Ol. 0.608S5E~Ol, C.60e85EtOl, C.6C885E+Ol, O.60885EtOl, 
O.b08S5E+Ol, 0.60885E .01, O.60885EtQl, O.60885E '01, 0.60885E'Ol, 
0.60E85E t Ol, C.bQ885E.Ol, C.6Cl!S5E+Ol, 0.60885EtOl· 0.60885EtOl, 
0.60E85EtOl. O.bO~85EtOl, C.60&85~tOl, O.60885EtOl. 0.60885E+Ol, 
O.60&85EtOl, 0.b0885CtOl, O.60885EtOl, 0.60885EtOl, 0.60885EtOl, 
.O.60~85etOl. O.b08dSE.Ol, O.6Ce85E+Ol, 0.60885EtOl, 0.60885EtOl, 
O.60US::;etOl. C.b0t385ctOi, 0.6C885E+Ol, O.13ZE+OZ. 0.13ZE+02, 
O.l32Et02. 0.132E+02. O.13ZE+OZ, 0.132E+OZ, 0.13ZE+02, 
O.132E+02, O.132E+02, O.132Et02, 0.132E+02, O.132E+02, 
O.132E+02, O.lj2E'02, O.132EtOZ, 0.lJZEt02, /O.132Etb2. 
O.132E+02, 0.132Et02, O.ll2E+02, 0.13~Et02, O.132E+02, 
O.13iE+02, O.L32Et02, O.132Et0Z.· 0.132E+OZ, 0.132E+02. 
O.132Et02, O.132~+02. O.132Et02, O.132EtC2, 0.132f+02. 
0 •. 13~Et02, O.13ZEt02, 0.1]~E+02, O.132Et02, 0.1~2Et02, 
0.132Et02, O.132E'OZ, 0.13ZEt02. O.132E+C2. O.132E+02, 0.13~E.02, 0.132E+02, 0.13ZEtOZ. O.132et02, 0.13ZEtOZ, 
0.132E+02, 0.132E+02. 0.l32EtOZ, 6.132Et02, 0.132Et02, 
0.132E+02, O.13lEt02, 0.13ZEtU2, 0.132EtC~, O.132Et02, 
O.132EtuZ, 0.132['02, O.132Et02, 0.132E+OZ, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, ' 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
O. (I, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, D.C. 0.0, 
0.0, Il.O, 0.0. 0.0, O.C. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 
O. J, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
0.0, C.O, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 
0.1£+01, O.lEtOl, O.lEtOl, O.lEtOl, O.lEtOl, O.le+Ol, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. o. C, 0.0, 
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 
0.1), 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 
a.!), o.c, C.O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 



















IIItSJJ5!1.. b.2.13ailft .. iIIP.UWAP;XIIMQ Ai" #i'h\""i-"!"\""~""''''''''''''''\''''1''.~ ............ ,_,-_" .... ~_ .. ,_".~~_. __ •• _._ .. _ .. __ •. 
. .... " ... -- J'! 






0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 
• 0, 
• 0. 
• 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
I j 
] 
CPPTl • 0.3E .. OQ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 
.. CP2 • 0, 
NCP2 • 0, 
12CPP 
-




8~ NCP3 COE: ncpp 
• 0.3E+00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
• 0, 
• 0, 
• 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, O.C, 0.0. 
~~ C:PPT3 ~! MCPlt NtP" • 0.3E+OO, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, • 0, • 0. 
HtPP • 0.0, o. O. 0.0, 0.0, O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o. C. 0.0, 




• 0. L--• 0.0. C.O, 0.0, 0.0. O.C, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
CPPH • ,O.3E"00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
"CPt, • 0, 
~ 
... NCP6 • O. 
, 
• 
IIiIn S'.:.. r_ -~ ~ • ... 'V~~ ...... ~~~ ........ ~.",--".;..-.. ~ .... .-,..~ _,.~"""-' ______ f-:··"_'-_ , ..... _ ... ~.,.c..~~~1AooiC4't,.,.~' •• " ....... I,.t:fW~,"',~~.-•• ~~~.,~~· III 
• ... 
,..,,-.... --__ ..... ..,....._' •• 1. ¥. i M.:; "QU, "SA" .... "-;iiil4' 
TotPP • 0.0. O.C. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, O.C, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 
CPPT6 • 0.3~.OO. O.C, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 
NCPS • 0, 
'f~O 
PVaCLVSIS GAS KINETICS INPUT 
NUM8Ea Of EOUATICNS 20 
EXP\ .ENT 5 OF aATE EQUAl leNS 
1 Z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 a 0 
0 0 0 a 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 a 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 a L 1 1 1. 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 a a 1 0 0 











0 0 0 0 a , ! 
0 0 0 c 0 , 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 


































2.80000000(; t 21 
1.60000000E+ZO 
2.500000COE .. 16 
2.20000000E+13 











.-, ••• ,~ a • .., 





SF AEF I 
~ 
O. 1.03000000e+02 1 
o. o. 
o. 1.62000000E+Cl 2 
o. 1.00COOOOOE+00 
.--~ 
o. 6.01000000e+01 3 
O. 1.00000000E+OO 
O. 2.300000COE+Ol It 
o. o. I~ 
o. 4.00000000E+Ol , 
, 
o. O. 
o. S.20COOOOOEtOl 6 
O. O. 
8.60000000E-Ol 1.0UOOOOOE+02 7 
1.0000000CE t OO O. 
1.5000COCcetO~ 2.25COOOOOEt02 8 
1.S000COOCE+00 O. 
5.00COOCOO£-01 1.1800\)000e+04 9 
1.00000000EtOO o. 
-5.000000COE-Ol 9.92CCO(lOOE+01 10 
o. 6.00000000E+03 





O. 6.08000000E+Ol 12 
o. 1'.80CCCOOoe+00 
o. 7.1l000000e+01 13 
O. 0'. 
o. 4.SltOOOOOOe+Ol lit ~---J 
o. o. 
o. 5.40COOOOO!:+Ol 15 , 




11- 2.60000000E·12 O. 
11-













2.8lt6CeSOCE+OO :, .19320000E-C3 
2.851t5160('E+00 1.5976000CE-03 ).69161500E+,)0 -1.33330000E-03 
3.'C;761lCCE:+OO 7.8llt5000CE-C4 







..... 2.6ccce+01 CZH4 
3.0(iOCt~Ol CZ"6 
1.80C':E+():' C6H6 






















-7.667500COE-07 1.51040000E-IO -1.13900000e-lit 
-5.526200 CO E-06 1.51400000E-09 -2.38200000E-14 
-7. 39900000E-09 -2.01000000e-ll 2.45900000E-15 
-9.61190000E-Ob 9.51230000E-09 -1.30900000E-12 
-6.256l:0COOE-07 1.1l1bOOOOE-l0 -1.69000000E-15 
2.650310,)OE-Ob -9. 76900000E-10 -9.97700000E-ilt 
-2.23t17COCOE-07 4.24900000E-l1 -3.34600000E-1S 
8.58314000E-06 -8.29990000E-09 2.70820000E-12 
0 5.2098e.04 
0 o. 























l. _____ ~ 
, 




~. '""~ Z4"''''~'''',l'!l'il'l.l''''' ~~~~"'I""-,'" ~ "!XP.4~,~.~, ... ~.~ .. ~.~~,,,,~ T~".. '. . J' . ;~'_"t'.. . ~.~ ,,.'[IIb(' "'IIJ'!"I'I< ....... __ IIN"...""'""''''' .... I1''''''' ••• '* "' .. 1' ... $ ib$ijjadtrt?t" ~-421aI ' . 





















CCMPQSITIOh OF CASES PROCUCEO ~v NPYR PYROLYSIS REACTIONS 
:r 
o. -0. -0. 







-0. 1.0400[-0 1 1.0400[-01 1.0400E-Ol 1.0400E-Ol 1.0400~-01 o. -0. 
-C. 
-0. 
-0. C;.ZOOOE-02 9.2000E-02 9.2000E-02 9.2000E-02 .9.2000E-02 6.0000E-03 b.000CE-03 b.OOOOE-O) 6.0000E-0) 6.0000E-03 1t.2400E-01 4.21t00E-01 4.2400E-Ol 4.2400E-Ol 4.2400E-Ol c. 
-0. 
-0. 





















-0. 0. -C. 
-0. 
-0. 









-0. -0. o. ·-0. 
-0. 
-0. 
-0. O. -0. 
-0. -0. 
-0. 
1.7600[-01 1. HOOE-ot 1. }bOOE-Ol 1.7600E-Ol 1.7600E-Ol 





































































~- -.--~ .. ---.....; 





0- o. 1.0000CEtOO o. O. 
2.50000EtOO O. O. O. O. 2.54705Et04 -It.60010E-Ol 
2.50000hOO O. O. O. O. 2.54705e+04 -4.60010e';01 
O. 2.00000etOO O. O. 
3.C4369E+OO 6.1l810E-04 -7.399COE-09 -2.03000E-ll Z.45900E-15 -8. 54910e +02 -1. 64800e +00 
2.S4609E+00 It.19320E-Ol -9.61190E-06 9.51230E-09 -3.30900E-12 -9.6725ltet02 -1.411SQEtOO 
1.00000Et~O 3.00JOCE +00 O. O. 
2.80271E+CO 6.2S045E-03 -2.28920E-C6 3.89930E-I0 -2.52800E-14 1.57875E+01t 5.68412E+OO 
3.J9~51EtOO 4.261IU:-03 2.0H21E-07 -1. 15480E-09 4.12880E-13 I. 56498E +04 2.70375EtOO ..... 
1.00000f.+00 4.000CCE+00 O. O. 
1.1BOOIJE+00 1.09S00E-Ol -4.062COE-06 1.13700E-10 -4.7lt900E-14 -9. 85S60E t03 1.l5060EtOI 
4.24~ 71E+OO -b.91210E-03 3.1b020E-05 -2. <;7150E-01t 9.51030E-12 -1.018bbE+04 -9.17550E-Ol 
2.00000£:+00 2.000CCe+00 O. o. 
4.4966"e+00 5.2b9t10£:-03 -1.84000E-06 3.10540E-I0 -2.00000E-14 2.'6370E +04 -3. 14481EtOO 
7.90333E-Ol 2.34b60E-02 -3.5SIt20E-05 2.79510E-08 -8.44800E-12 2.62550E+04 l.40050etOI 
2.COOOC(+00 4.1l0JCCEtOO O. O. 
3.50230£:+00 1.1S<;COE-02 -4.41450E-06 7.94500E-I0 -5.32300E-14 4.54390e +03 2.46670EtOO 
1.1202UtOO 1.39060E-02 2.65680E-06 -1.15600F.-08 5.23870E-12 5.33289E+03 1.58318etOl 
2.00000E+00 6.000CCE+00 O. O. 
6.39154E+00 -0. -C. -0. -0. -1.21017£:+04 -0. 
6.3915ltftOO -0. -0. -0. -0. -1.21017E+04 -0. 
6.00000E+CO 6.00000EtOO O. O. 
7.54906E+CO -0. -0. -0. -0. 7. 29741E +0] -0. 
7.549C6E+CO -0. -0. -0. -0. 7. 29743E +03 -0. 
o. O. 2.0CCiOOE+OO O. 
2.85458E+CO 1.59760E-03 -6.25660E-07 1. 13160E-I0 -1.69000e-15 -8.90~74E+02 6.19029E+00 
3.69161E+00 -1.3113CE-03 2.t5011E-06 -9. 76900E-l0 -9.97700£-14 -1.06283E.03 2.28750e+OO 
o. O. 1.00000E+00 O. 
2.44223E+OO 1.221tlE-04 -8.4<;920£:-08 2.1ltOl0E-11 -1.25100e-u 5.61lt88et04 It. 49257EtOO 
2.5H19E +00 -1.12't30E-01t 2. C;~415E-07 -l.2lt600E-l0 1.25950e-ll 5.61278E +04 It.11910etOO 
o. 3.COOOOE+00 I.CCOOOEtOO O. 
2.1"91t0EtOO b.49185E-03 -2. UC;50E-C6 3. 13940E-I0 -2.36100E-llt -6.40196E+03 9.2J891E+00 
J.71162E+00 -1t.86110E:-01t 9.81420E-06 -9. 56190E-09 3.13130E-12 -6.12810E+03 1.lt6540E+00 
. -
o • O. I.CCCCOE·OO 1.00000E+00 
3.152«»10£:+00 1.106000E-0) -S.1C780E-C1 1.06280E-10 -7.37200E-15 9.85221£:+03 6.94465E+00 
4.14695e+OO -1t.11910E-03 9.69224E-06 -7.86340E-09 2.23100E-U 9.74479E t03 2.56943E+00 
'.,i G. O. 1.CCOCOe+oo 2.000COE+00 
4.61293E+00 2.63866E-03 -1.091t~OE-06 2.C81BOE-I0 -1.46500e--14 Z.34038H03 1.36764EtOO 
3.1t31t46E+00 l • .l2H1E-03 6.71lt90E-06 -9.11t280E-09 3.72130E-12 2.8!t471E+03 8.lt081t6E+00 
o. O. I.CCCCOEtOO 3. COOOOE +eo 
It. bloHE. CO 3.02168E-03 ':1.1l560[-06 2.21l5/,Ol-lO -1.5e500E-11t a .1H6bE +03 ,-1. 14636E +00 
2.38212ftOC 1.03SC5(-02 -1.11671JE-05 6.95:132[-C9 -1.87800E-12 8.72300E+03 1.02210Et02 I 
c. O. 2.00000E+00 1.COiJOOEtOO I 
4.62655E+00 3.01168E-03 -1.21560E-06 2.28560E-l0 -1.58500£-14 8.13566Et03 -1.14636etOO I 




'----.... ~- ... 
-.... -
_c __ • __ 0. 




































































TABULAR LIST CF SELECTED DATA FRCM ~A'E1 
CP TABLE S~lC'f[C ~tAT 
TE"PEUTURf 
7.1CCCOOOOE+02 
1. C8COOCCOr: +0 








2.16~ZOE-10 -1.43000e:"14 1.4,.218E +04 2.37260HOO 
1.19330E-08 -3.70000E-12 1.,.6829E+0·4 9. 28102E .00 
1..00000E+00 
5.CJtIt30E-12 -5.57400E-16 2.92300e+04 4.94679E.00 
~2.99470E-09 9.01770E-13 2.91312E +04 2.64601E.00 
2.COCOOE+00 
4.2lt900E-l1 -3.34600E-15 -1.19279E "03 O. 
-8.29990£:-09 2.70820E-12 -1.05767E+03 o. 
3.00COOEtOO 
5.C;~430E-12 -5.51400E-16 2.92300E+04 4.94679E+00 
-2.9<;470E-09 9.07770:-13 2.91372E+04 2.64601E+00 
1.00000E+00 
1.17900E-I0 -6.19700E-15 -2.98890E+04 6.8838)E+00 
-4.59300E-09 1.,.23,.OE-12 -3.02888E +04 -6. 86160E-Ol 
1.00000E+00 
1.<:8030E-ll -3.84500E-16 3.88118E+03 5.55970E+00 
-2.10300E-I0 -5.25400E-14 3.58528E +03 5.82530E-01 
2.00000E+00 
2.41500E-I0 -1.67400E-i4 -4.89440e+04 -1.28760E-Ol 
6.H592E-09 -1.62800E-12 -,..83526E+0,. 1.06644e+Ol 
1.00000E.00 
1.13500E-I0 -7.78800E· 15 -1.42120E +04 6.531100E+00 
-3.1t 7380E-09 7.72170E-1) -1. 43635E +04 2.63355E.00 
O. 
1.51040E-10 -1.13900E-14 -6.49670E+02 -7.98900e.00 




._. _____ J 
i j 
___ .-J 














----,--~,-., .. --,-- -,,' ••• _- -,-,--,-- __ ._-.-.',,,,_..al 11 ... Qr,-__ ~ f J 












CPP TABLE SPECIfIC ~EAT CF UNCHARREO MATEAIAl 
TEMPERATURE CPP 
O. 3.000000COE-01 



































'I TABL~ l~MPEFATURE TO 
TIME 
o. 
Cf FLUIC AT ~AlL 
Hii 
-1.00000(J00e +0 1 
1. 1l000000E +C2 




8. lttOOO(;OOE +02 
9.80000000E+C2 
1.17300000E "'3 



















~E T~8LE LOCAL ENTHALPY EXTERNAL TC BCUNOARY LAYER 
TIME HE 
O. 1.92Z000CCetC4 
He TABLE HEAT CF SUBLIMATION OF CHAP 
TIME He 
2.0CCCOOOOE+03 1.20000tOOE+04 











































HEATING RA TE 
(JC 




9. b 1 O!)Ol OOE +01 
1.q~7COCCCE+02 




















z. 71000')CO£ +01 
2.4bOOOOCOE+01 































































1 .. 00000000E-03 
QR T.elE RACIANT ~EATING RATE 
TIME QR 
O. 5.COOOOOOOE-02 
















ALPHA TABLE ABSORPT1VllV OF CHAR SURFACE 
TIME ALPHA 





















"'DOT TAILI .ATI 0' C"AR LOSS-OPTIC~ 2 
TI"E MCDOT 
o. O • 



















IfTA • O.OCOO 
















6. e(" J<l., '.- L I 
6. ce'OIlQ~-"l 

















PO • 0.0000 ETA • .6000 
DELH". O. 













BEXP • 1 •• 5000000E'0. APEXP. 
ee 2.]2000000E-Ol ELA" • 
1S8EXP. O. 
J • 25 



























4. 98100000:)Eo 0) 
5.67900000EoO] 
7. 13400000EoO] 








































































----~--~'"" .. --...... -.....-- -.-- -----, 
6.0C60001-01 7.1540001-01 1.016400!.01 8.002'OO!-Ol 1.J61UOe.oo 6.0U'00e.oo 1. noOOOe.Ol 
6.CC6000E-Ol 7.U400.lE-Ol 1.016400e+01 8.00~!lOOe-01 1. J6lZSOhOO 6.088500EtOO 1. 320000! .01 
6.CO<.OOOE-Ol 7.8S400.lE-Ol 1.016400E+C1 8. CO.~500E-Ol 1.36LZ50EtOO 6.088500EtOO 1.320000e·Ol 
'" 
6.00601.JI)E-01 7. E5400JE- 01 1.016400E+01 8.0nSOOF.-01 1. 361250hOO 6.088!;00E+00 1.320000ftOI 
N 6.CC60QOE-(ol 7.1154(,00E-Ol 1.01640uE+C1 8. C02500E-01 1.361250[+00 6.086S00HOO 1.120000~+01 
6.CC61lUOE-ul 7.85400')E-01 1.0161000E+C1 8. 002~00e-Ol 1.161250E+00 fl. OU500E -00 1. )20000E +01 
6.CC6000£-01 7.1154(,0.)E-Ol 1.01640I.E'01 II. C02500E-Ol 1.36ll50e-00 6.0ee~00e.00 1.320l)00e-Ol 
6.CC(.u\iCE-Ol 7.e540u·JE-Ol 1.01640CE'01 8.0J2~00!:-01 1.361250E+OO 6. C68500E -00 1. ]20000E-01 
6.0C(.01l0E-01 7.1154(·00E- 01 1.016400E+Ol 8. c025I,C'E-Ol 1. 161250 E .00 6.08o,00e.oo I. 320'00e _ 01 .... 
I:.CCt.IlIl(iE-C1 7.854JOJE-01 1.016400e'Cl 8. C02 500E-01 1. 361250E' 00 6. ClllnOOE.OO 1.320000£ '01 
6.0CtCIlOE-C1 1.£54,).),)':- 01 1.01t400e+01 8.0()250')E-01 1.361250e-00 6. OS/ljOOE -00 1. )200'10£-01 
6.CCbOuOe-Ol 7.eS:'00OE-Ol 1.0161,00E-Ol 8.(02500E-Ol 1.361250E-00 6.08650;)E.00 1. 32::l::l00E 0"1 
• 6. JC6t;~uE-Ol 1.85:'1)0';'[-01 1.0161000E+Cl 8.00;>~00E-Ol 1.361250£ 0 00 6.0dll}OJE-00 1.3l00C')E'01 
6.COt.1l00~-01 1. d!>4000E - 01 1. 0161000E .01 8. C025(l(lE-01 1.361250['00 6.0tld500EtOO 1. 3ZO:l0JE -01 
6. CC6CC('l-Ol 1.8S40"JE-Ol 1.016i,OOE'01 e. 002 500t;,ptl 1.3bl2S0E-00 6. 08~500EOOO 1. 32.)·)00e 001 
6.~CbIlCOE-Ol 1.115 .. 000E- 01 1.01640ueoC1 8.002500e-Ol 1.361250EoOO 6. OdH500E '00 1. 120000E -01 
6.CCe. .. JOE-.H 7. e51oo0IlE-Ol I.CI61o';OEoOl 8. ce2 SOOE-01 1. 361250F. 0 00 6.08Il'Olle-00 1. 320000E 101 
I:.CCbo)\.IIlE-C1 7. eS400l.i~-01 1.0161000EoOl 8.0nSOOE-01 1.3612501; -00 6.068;OOE-00 1. 320000e _ 01 
t.CObOC,OE-Cl 1.85400U[-01 1.016100C.EoOl 6. C02500E-Ol 1.361250EoOO 6.cae;iJOEtOO 1. 120000E' 0 1 
6.CC~oJOE-Ol 7. 85"OO.JE- 01 1.01~400e,01 8.CiJlSOOE-01 1.361250E.00 6. 088;0:lE 000 1. ]20000~001 
6.C06000E-ul 1. t15400
'
)E- 01 1.C161000',,001 8.Cu2500E-01 1.3b1250EoOO 6. 0~8S0JE -00 1.32(»)'lOEoOl 
6.CC60COt-C 1 1.8S4JuJE- 01 1.01641luEoOl 8.002500E-Ol 1. 3" 12S0~000 6. OeuSOJE -00 1.32::lJI)OEoOl 
6.C'bOI.OE-01 1. d!>400oJE-01 1.C161000E'01 1I.002500E-Ol 1.361250E'00 6. Otl8500E 100 1.320000roOI 
6.'C6eOOE-DI 1.85':'''0IlE-01 1.C16400EoOI 8.00250:lE-01 1. 361250e 0 00 b. C1I8~ .:!,)E 000 1.3;>00000:101 
6.CC6( OOE-Ol 1.85"000E- 01 1.CI6I,OOeoOl 8.0025')OE-Ol 1.361250E-00 6.060:;00EoOO 1. 32onoOE 001 
6.CCt.IlOO£-('l 7.u!> .. oooE-01 1.0164C!JEoOl 8. OJIS OCE- 0 1 1.36125.)EoOO 6. 06b500E 0 00 1. 32J)'lC~>01 
6.CC6UuUE-Cl 7. ~5"L.o01IJE- 01 1.C16400E·01 8.C02500E-Ol 1.361250E+00 6. 0811500e +00 1.320000EoOI 
6.0061.00[--01 7.d~:'00llE-01 1.(16:'00E.Ol 1I.002500E-01 1. l6l2 50 E _ 00 6. 088S00E +00 1.320000E-Ol 
6.0(6000(- .. 1 7.8!>4000E-Ol 1.01t.Io00e.01 8.C')2::00E-01 1.3612501"000 6.088500E+00 1.320000E-Ol 
6.C0601l0£-01 7.854000E-Ol 1.0161000eool 8.01l2500E'-01 1. 361250E 000 6. 01l~5000: -00 1.3200001'-01 
6.CCe.J"0~-01 7 .d~"O().)[-Ol I.CI61o"OE·Ol 8. C'J2500€-01 1. 36 1 2 50 F - 00 6.u8ij~OJE·'0 1. 32(J(lOO[ .01 
6.CC61l"uE-Cl 1.u~".JuIlE-Ol 1.016400E·01 8.0.J1500E-01 1.361250eoOO 6.0B6~00coOO 1. ]ZJ()COE .nl 
6.0C6000£-01 1.854000E-Ol 1.016t,00E~Cl 6.C0250JE-Ol 1.3612 SOl' .00 6. Otlll500E .00 1. ]2000i)E.0 1 
6.CC6UU"E-Ol 7.115400I.E-Ol 1.01610001"01 8.C0250CE-Ol 1. 361250E - 00 6.088500E.00 1.320000£ '01 
" 
6.0C~00CE-01 7. 8;'oQ00E- 01 1.016400E'01 8.002500E-Ol 1.36l250EtOO 6.086500E-00 1. 320l)00E _01 
6.CCI>CCOE-Cl 7.e5't.)ouE-01 1.0161000eoOl 8.002,)00E-Ol 1.36U50E.00 6.081!500E.00 1. 320000E '01 
6.CCt.C':Cl-01 7.115'.000£- 01 1.016100(;1"01 8.0025001'-01 1. 3b 12501' 000 6. 1:811500E 000 1. 320(lOOE .01 
6.JCbCCC£-~il 7.054')00E-Ol 1.016400~.OI 8.C')Z51l0E-01 1.36125JE.0l) 6. 068;0()E .00 1.3;>I)OOOe-01 
6.C(t.:OOt-1..1 1.!54oJ-IE-01 1.01640IlEI.:ll 8.002500E-Ol 1. 361250E 000 6. 0llb500E .00 1.320000E-Ol 
6.00l>OuOE-Cl 1.IIHOOIlE-01 1.01610001' 001 8.00l500E-01 1.3612501:- 00 6.011115001".00 1.320.:l00f+Ol 
.) 6.C(bUUOE-Cl 7.851o000E-Ol 1.01640U~_01 8.01l1500E-01 1.361",50E-00 6. 088S OOE -00 1.320000e·Ol 
6.00bOOOt-OI 7.151o000e-Ol 1.016400eoOl 8.002500E-Ol 1. 361250E -00 6.068500EIOO l.l2oonoe-ol 
6.0C601)0E-01 1.854')0I)E-01 I.C161100E oOI 8.002'·(OE-Ol 1.361250e.00 6.088500e-00 1.3Z0000F'01 
6. CC60\.IlE-Ol 1.8S41l(\IlE-Ol 1.016100<.lEoOl 8.0Ul500E-01 1.36 12!iOE 000 6.0Ae500~000 1. 320000E 001 
6.Ct.60~\-IE-('l 7.1154.)JJ(·01 1.0161000[.01 8.C.:J2500E-Ol 1.361l50~IOO 6.08t!;00E>OO 1. ~2:))00E -01 
: b. L:C: l. ·.Jv( -Cl 7.~~';'vJVr.- 01 1.01640uE'01 B. 0,) 5lll)':-01 1. 3~ 1250, -00 6.061600< >00 1. 370·''l1)~0·H 
6.CC~~~"t.-('1 7.e$"I,.,ot:~ Ol ·1.Clb4L.oO~'01 d. COl5.10E-01 1.1612501(+00 6. ,SH.,·:>OE .00 t.320;:)OF'01 
6.r:~(,'::\JOf-01 7.b .. u\l.JE-Ol 1.01bt,llu[001 8. C')? ',,)0"-01 1.3612 50[t 00 6.0tl~~OOE>00 1. 320000~ 101 
CI.CC6COJt-Ol 7.£54<:ilOE- 01 1.016400eoOI 8.C02S00~-Ol 1.361250e-OO 6.0e6~00E.OO 1. 3201)0Ce +0 1 
6. ((buOOE-O 1 1.a~41lI)uE"OI 1.C16400eoOl 6.0d2500E-01 1. 3b1250~.OO 6. OA8:iOOe 000 1.320,00e·Ol 
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ouhu. ~flfrf'1'UI) TAU" .001113 , 
" 
.. .,POOT I'Iif.lC AHO 
,.,." o. .O'<lO() / '.6006 .7e,4 10.1640 .e002 
1.1612 6.0e85 U.2000 
Q% 540.01 O. .O{;OO ' .60Ct6 .7854 10.1640 .8002 1.3612 
6.08115 13.2000 
540.00 o. .aoo!! ,:, .tOOI) ,.7854 10.1640 .8002 1.3612 
6.0l1li5 13.2000 
!litO. 00 O. .0000 ,.60G6 .7854 10.1640 .8002 
1.36U 6.01185 n.2000 
~~ $400.00 O. .0000 .. 6CLl6 .7854 10.1640 .8002 1.3612 6.088' 
11.2000 
$ItC.CIl O. .OCOO ' .toC06 ,,71154 10.1640 .8002 1.3612 
6.088' 13.2000 
540.00 O. .COCO .6006 a834 10.1640 
.R002 1.3612 6.0885 13.2000 
1iS~ 540.110 O. .oc.oo ~t-006 .1854 10.16,.0 .8002 1.3612 6.0885 1).2000 
tS~ 540.00 O. 
.CCCO .. ,6006 .7B54 10.1640 .&002 1.3b12 
6.0B85 13.2000 
54C.CO O. .0000 ~'600b .78~4 10.1640 .8002 
1.3612 6.08B5 13.2000 
\i '''O.Ool O. • cooo .6aot. .7854 10.1640 .8002 1.31012 
6.0B85 13.2000 
540.00 O. .0000 .6006 .785,. 10.1640 
.8002 1.3612 6.0885 13.2000 
54C.OO O. .COOO .6006 .7854 10.16,.0 .8002 
1.31'112 6.0885 13.2000 
.~ 540.00 O. 
.OCCO .6006 .7854 lO.lto40 .8002 1.3612 
6.0885 13.2000 
'''0.1)0 O. .0000 .t006 .78:;4 10.1640 .8002 
1.3b12 6.0885 ll.2000 
5 .. tJ.uO O. .0000 .6006 .7B54 10.16,.0 .8002 
1.3612 6.0885 13.2000 
'4C.01i O. .0000 .6006 .785" 10.16,.0 
• 8002 1.3612 • 6.08d5 B.2000 
~40.'Yl O. .0000 .LOOb .7854 10.16,.0 .0002 
•• 3612 6.0885 ll.2000 
''''C, (0,) o. .ocoo ,60011 .7854 10. l6lt0 ~60;)2 1.31012 6.0085 13.2000 
!hl!cl-:) O. .0000 ,,600~ .18:i4 10.16,.0 
,.&002 l.3b12 6.0885 11.2000 
s."O.uo 0. .OCCO .600b .7115" 10.l6lo0 .~800~ 1.3612 
6.088S u.no~ 
~ .. C."O o. .0000 .tOOb .1854 10.1640 
" .8002 1. )bl2 6.01l85 n.2000 
~40. uO O. .CCOO .6006 .785" 10. 161t0 .8002 
1.3612 6.00~S U.2COO 
~40.00 O. .0000 .6006 .7854 10.l640 .DOOl 
1.3612 6.0885 13.2000 
51t0.ell O. .0000 .6006 .78'4 10.1640 .800Z 
1.1612 6.088' 13.2000 
'40.00 o. .CCOO .6006 .7854 
10.1640 .11001 t.,61Z '.088' U.IOO" 
5,"C.OO O. .0000 .6006 • 7R.54 10.1 b"O 
.8002 1.3612 6.0885 13.2000 
'40.00 O. .0000 .6006 .7851t 10.16"0 
.8002 1.3612 6.0885 11.11J00 
'"0. CO O. .COOO .6006 .7854 
10.1640 .8002 1.3612 6.0885 U.2000 
'4U.00 O. .ococ .6006 .7854 
10.16,.0 .8002 1.3612 6.0885 )3.21J00 
'loCI Col O. .0000 .(0006 .785" 10.1640 
.800 2 1.3612 6.0lSa5 &3.2000 
54C.OO O. .0000 .6006 .7854 
10.16,.0 .8002 1.3612 6.0885 n.2000 
'''c.oo O. .CCOO .(0006 .1ij,5" 10.1640 
.8002 1.3612 6.0A8S 1l.2JOO 
.,,; ,,,o.CO o. .0000 .6006 
.7854 10.1640 .11002 1.3612 6.0ad5 13.2000 
540.00 o. .OCOO .6006 • 78~" 10.16"0 
.8002 1.3612 6.0885 13.2000 
'40.00 O. .0000 .6006 .7854 10.1640 
.. 8002 1.3612 6.088' 13.2000 
.; 540.00 O. .COOO .6006 ,7854 10.1640 
.8002 1.3612: 6.0885 13.2000 
,,,c.OO O. .OOCO .6006 .7eS4 10.1"0 
.8002 1.3612 6.0U5 13.Z000 
',"O.Ool O. .CCOO .6006 .785" 
10.16,.0 .8002 1.3612 6.0U5 13.2000 
'" 
'" 





































'11' - 51,3.8417 
.0000 .6006 .18'4 10.1640 .1002 
.0000 .6006 .785'" lO.16"'O .8002 
.COOO .6006 .7854 10.1640 .8002 
.0000 .6006 .785~ 10.1640 .8002 
.COCO .61106 .1851, 10.1640 .8002 
.QOOO .6006 .1851, 10.161,0 .8002 
.COCO .6006 .7854 10.1640 .8002 
.0000 .6006 .7854 10,1640 .8002 
.coell .6006 .1854 10.161,0 .8002 
.01100 .6J06 .lC51, 10.161,0 .8002 
.COOO .6006 .7b51, 10.1640 .8002 
O.COCO .6006 .ldS4 10.1640 .8002 
3.02100000E-Ol 2.T7100000E-Ol 2.52100000E-Ol 1.62500000E-Ol 
5.40000000E.02 5.40000000e.02 5.t,OOOOOOOEt02 5.40000000Et02 
1,1 









































X - 1.00000~00E-Ol 
~W - 6.C9E96t71E-01 
f. • 0. 
"POOT - O.OOCCOOOO OELWF- 0.00000000 "SOOT- 0.00000'000 ~~ •• RT. PRESSURE- .00388935 
XP 6.t,66'1l000E-02 hFSUH- O. 
He - 1.2eOCOOOOEo04 tNeAR- 1.00000000Eo03 ', .. 
HE - L.S22COOOOEoOt, Qe 3.65300181E.00 
Gec"l- 0. QRM - 3.0~7t,7745E-02 HSCOOT- O. 
QR • 
RATIO-
5. OOOOOOOOE -02 ':' ~ QURo-
11111 ,:, XToTAL-OELI- O. 
OVERALL "ISS FLUX- 0.0000 
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TABLE I 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
The following table contains definitions of important symbols used 
in the program. The first section is in alphabetical order by physi-
cal symbol. The second section contains those items requiring 
definition but not assigned a physical symbol. The latter section 
is in alphabetical order by FORTRAN symbol. 
SECTION I 
Physical FORTRAN 
Symbol Number Symbol Definition 
A 10 AEXP Pre-exponential factor of Arrhenius 
expression for calculating MC~T. 
Corresponds to specific reaction 
rate. 
A' 20 AP Pre··exponential factors of Arrhenius 
expression for calculating pyrolysis 
rate of each pyrolysis reaction. 
B 40 BEXP Power of the exponential term in 
the Arrhenius expression for MC~. 
Corresponds to activation energy 
divided by the gas constant. Calcu-
lates K in equation (15) as follows: 
K • AEXPe-BEXP/T(l) 
Also used for oxidation calculation. 
BI 50 BP Pre-exponential factors of Arrhenius 
expression for calculating pyrolysis 
rate of each pyrolysis reaction. 
C 80 Concentrations of a specie in the 
pyrolysis gas. 
Ce 90 CE Oxygen concentration in the external flow. 
Cp 91 CPTAB Specific heat of char as a function of temper~t\lre. 
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Physical 
Symbol Number 
C I 100 p 





































Specific heat of each specie in abla-
tion material as a function of temper-
ature 
Specific heat of insulation layer 
as a function of temperature 
Enthalpy of pyrolysis gas as a 
function of temperature. 
Concentrated heat sink at back of abla-
tion material 
Concentrated heat sink at back of 
insulation layer 
Activation energy. Appears in computer 
program only in the form aE/R 
Constant heat generation function per 
unit volume 
The constant used in the hypersonic 
pressure term. See equation (9) in 
reference 1. 
Latent heat of process which removes 
material from the front surface as 
a function of temperature and 
pressure 
Enthalpy of the gas stream external 
to the boundal~ layer. Zero point 
in table should correspond to 
temperature on which cold wall 
hea.t1ng rate is based. 
Enthalpy of gas stream at the surface 
temperature. Zero point in table should 
correspond to temperature on which 
cold wall heating rate 1s based. 
Heat of pyrolysis for each reacting 
specie. 
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Definition 
Heat of combustion of charas a 
function of temperature and pressure. 
Heat absorbed by coolant behind third 
layer. 
Humber of stations in first layer 
(1 > 26 is recommended) 
-
Humber of stations in second layer 
.. (J ~ 25 is recommended) 
Thermal conductivity of char as 
a function of temperature 
Thermal conductivity of virgin 
ablation material as a function 
of temperature 
Thermal conductivity of insulation 
material as a function of temperature 
and location 
Hon-d1mensicnal distance between 
stations 
i+j-l 
L AL - 1.0. If AL(l) - O. then 
n-l n 
AI.(n) are all equal to AL(n) - i~~-l 
Molecular weight of each reacting 
specie i~ pyrolysis gas 
Humber of stations in the insulation 
layer(~~ 10 is recommended) 
Surface mass loss rate by combustion 
Local mass flow rate of pyrolysis 
products 
Or~er of oxidation reaction. Use 
































Number of chemtcally reacting species 
in pyrolysis gas 
Product of L2Wis number to the 0.6 
power and A where A is the weight 
of char removed from the outer surface 
per unit weight of oxygen diffusing to 
the surface 










Net aerodynamic heating rate to the 
surface after correction for hot wall 
and blocking 
Reference convective heating rate. 
Stagnation values usually used as 
reference. (QRATT specifies ratio 
of local to reference heating rate.) 
Reference radiant hea,ting rate. 
Ahsorptance, ALPHAT, is altered to 
account for ratio of local to reference 
heating rate. 
Stagnation heating l:ate 
Gas constant or 
Maximum radius of a.blating 
body. Required when I~PT·5. 
Effective reaction rate for gas or 
solid species in pyrolysis gas 
reaction 
The initial tempe:catures of the fin-
ite difference stations. Stations 
are numbered frolll, the front surface. 
Temperature as II function of time to 
which back surfal;e is radiating 
65 
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Definition 
Back surface temperature at which 
coolant becomes active (TNST~P-o.) 
When TNSNP -1, program stops when 
back surface temperature reaches 
TNBAR. 
Same as Ti +j when there is another material behind 
ablator 
Starting time 
Stop time if TNST~P - O. If TNST~P is 
1, set ENDTAU very large and pro-
gram stops when back surface temp-
erature reaches TNBAR 
Velocity of pyrolysis gas 
Surface recession velocity 
Coolant consumption rate ~ back 
surface 
Thickness of the char layer 
Thickness of the virgin ablation 
material 
Thickness of the insulation layer 
Coordinate normal to the surface 
Location of fixed stations measured 
from the back surface 
Name assigned internally to absorp-
tance of the surface. Velue of 
ALPHA is obtained by program from 
table entitled ALPHAT 
Name assigned internally to factor 
used to correct blocking effectiveness 
of mass loss from outer surface for 
molecular weight effects and/or 
turbulent flow. Values of .\Ll 
obtained by program from table 
entit1ecl ALlTAB. 
~-~'-l--
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Name assigned internally to factor used 
to correct blocking effectiveness of 
pyrolysis gas due to molecular weight 
effects and/or turbulent flow. 
Calculated automatically when py-
rolysis gas reactions kinetics are 
treated in detail (ICPBAR • 2) 
Determine if ablation or transpiration 
theory will be used. If ablation theory, 
BETA • 1; if transpiration theory, 
BETA • O. In the former case, a 
transpiration factor ETA must be 
specified 
Approximate geometric cop~ficients 
Emittance of the heated surface 
Emittance of back surface when no 
insulation layer is present 
Emittance of back surface when an 
insulation layer is present 
Transpiration factor. A value of 0.6 
is frequently used for laminar 
flow. A value of .2 is used for 
turbulent flow. 
Viscosity of gas flowing through char 
Density of s~lids that undergo 
pyrolysis at each finite difference 
station 
Density of char at each finite 
difference station 
Density of insulation 
Time step obtained from table entitled 
TAUTAB by zero order interpolation 

































Gram atoms of element J in specie I. This 
two-dimensional array defines the chemical formula 
of the individual species. For example, if the 
order of the elements are assigned as follows: 
J ::: 1 Carbon 
J = 2 Hydrogen 
J ::: 3 Oxygen 
j = 4 Nitrogen 
ThE-Xl, for this 4 element system (UDIl = 4) 
if the specie methane (CH4) is designated specie 
number 1. 
AA (1, 1) = 1.0 
AA (1, 2) = 4.0 
AA (I, 3) = o. 
AA (1, 4) = O. 
The resulting array for the species H, HZ' CH4 , NZ' NH3, NO, ::~20 and CO is as follows: 
C H 0 N 
1.0 4.0 O. O. 
O. I. O. O. 
O. 2. O. O. 
O. 3. O. I. 
O. O. 1. I. 
O. Z. I. O. 
.1.. O. I. O. 
Pre-eA~onential factor for computing surface mass 
loss rate by sublimation 










































Negative blocking coefficients when boundary layer 
flQW through porous char is considered 
Activation energy of the forward reaction of 
pyrolysu1 gas kinetics 
Acti.v:J.tion energy of the reverse reaction of 
pyrolysis gas kinetics 
Frequency factor of the foreward reaction of 
pyrolysis gas kinetics 
Empirical constants for the enthalpy of the chemical 
specie of the pyrolysis gas above 1000 K by the 
equation AI*T+BI*T**2/(2*1.987) + CI*T**3/(3*1.987) 
+ DI*T**4/(4*1.987) + EI*T**5/(5*1.987) + 1.987*FI 
Empirical constants for the enthalpy of the chemical 
specie of the pyrolysis gas below 1000 K as shown 
in AI, BI, CI, DI, EI, FI 
Frequency factor of the reversed reaction of 
pyrolysis gas kinetics 
Empirical constants of heat capacity of elements 
below 1000 K. 
Pow~r of the exponential term for computing 
surface mass loss rate by sublimation 
A computing time saving device. Chemical reaction 
rates are not calculated uutil T(l) has 
changed more than CHANGE --:. .-
'i'he mass fracti<>n of the original material that 
is carbon 
780 Normalyzing constant for-flow through porous media 
790 The mess traction of a pyrolysis specie tha~ is 
.c9nverted to'char upon pyrolyzing 
810 - Enthalpy of' formation at 298.15 K 
820 Initial coolant floW rate 
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Definition 
Blank tatle (not used) 
A1~hanumeric input of pyrolysis chemical reaction 
equation, for example, the reaction CH4 - C + 2H2 
would be input as CH4 = C + 2H2 
The test ofT(l) for convergence from one itera-
tion to the next. Convergence is assumed to have 
occurred when 
T(l) - T(l)' 
T(l) 
< 
Where T(l) is from the previous iteration 
Cyclic printing interval 
When this input is greater than zero, extra 
printing will be done each iteration to aid debugging 
Initial option for computing surface recession. 
There are 5 options available. These may be 
selected by assigning values to I~PT of 1, 2, 
3,4, or 5. When a value of 1 is assigned, 
surface recession is removed by (1) an 
exponential function of temperature or (2) by 
oxidation. Both forms are achieved by determining 
values for AEXP and BEXP. 
When a value of 2 is assigned, the mass loss 
rate is computed as a function of time 
from table WC~TT.lf NCD¢! is a negative number, 
the table WCD0TT can be used to compute 
surface recession as a function of surface 
temperature. 
When a value of 3 is assigned, the thickness 
of the ablator is specified as a function of 
time in XTAB. When a value of 4 is assigned, 
surface removal is by sublimation and I~PTl=l. 
When a value of 5 is assigned, the surface 
recession is computed taking into account 
internal flow through porous media. (See 
ref. 9.) If option 5 (I~PT-5) is not used, 
the following inputs are not required: GAHlTB, 
GAM2TB, XRTAB, PHIPTB, PHIETB, MXR, NXR, 
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Definition 
Option for computing sublimation I~PTl - 1 for 
sublimation at the outer surface 
4¥ 
Option for simplified treatment of pyrolysis 
kinetics. ICPBAR = 1. Enthalpy of pyrolysis 
gas must be supplied in CPBTAB 
gas 
Phase identification of pyrolysis gas components 
IC~DE = 0 - specie is a gas 
I~DE =-1 - specie is a solid 
Option for printing contents of NAHELIST entitled 
NAMEl. When no value is input or when !PRINT - 0, 
NAMEl is printed. 
Option for variable density and conductivity of 
the third layer 
KTXDP = 0 Density constant and equal to ~DP(l) 
KTXDP pO. ~DP and CKNDPT are input as a futiction 
of position 
Order of interpolation for ALPHA table 
Order of interpolation for ALI table 
Order of interpolation for AL2 table 
Maximum number of interations performed before time 
step reduced to one-half current value 
Order of interpolation in WC~Ttable 
Order of interpolation in KDP table 
Order of interpolation in KP table 
Order of interpolation for CP table 
Order of interpolation for CPBAR table 
Order of interpolation for CPDP table 
Order of interpolation in CPPTl table 
Order of interpolation in CPPT2 table 
Orde~ of interpolation in CPPT1 table 
Order of interpolation for DUMl table 
i M q .... , "C 1 I t ~h. I 
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Definition 
Order of interpolation in HCTAB table 
Order of interpolation in HETAB table 
Order of interpolation in HW table 
Order of interpolatil1n in K table 
Number of elements in pyrolysis gas species 
Order of interpolation in PRIETB table 
Order of interpolation in PRATT table 
Order of interpolation in QC table 
Order of interpolation in QR table 
Order of interpolation in QRATT table 
Order of interpolation in QS table 
Minimum value of sublimation for which sublimation 
program STATI is used to decrease computing time 
when sublimation is occuring 
Order of interpolation in TAUTAB table 
Order of interpolation in TB table 
Order of interpolation in X table 
Order of interpolation in XPRESS table 
Order of interpolation in XRTAB table 
Number of entries in TALPHA and ALPHAT 
'~umber of entries in TTALI and ALlTAB 
Number of entries in 'ITAL2 and AL2TAB 
Number of entries in TTKCDT and WC~. 
Negative value required by program logic 
Number of entries in TTMBCT and NCOOTT 







































Number of solids in kinetic equations of pyrolysis 
gas 
Number of entries in TTAU and TAUTAB 
Number of entries in TTABTB and TBTAB 
New surface recession option changed to at ~PT 
Number of Z values used 
Number of entries in TTABX and XIAB 
New surface recession. option changed to at X_PT 
Number of entries in TTXPRE and XPREST 
Number of entries in XRTAB. GAMlTB and GAM2TB 
Order of pyrolysis reaction m :=: p (p)ORDER(AP) exp (-BP/T) 
Pressure in ELAM table 
Permeability of char 
Pressures in HC.MBTB 
The ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation 
pressure 
Option for using punched input from program 
0PTUM (PREHE = 1.) 
Stoichiometric coefficients of the products 
of pyrolysis gas kinetics equations. This array 
in conjunction with RSC (Stoichiometric coeffi-
cients of the reactants) and SNAKE (specie 
identification and ordering) define the chemical 
reactants a.~ they are used in calculation. The 
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S ~NES [ast'l ! - ~sc] 
M 
E 
to us, a simple example. if a system of only 4 
specie 1 are considered: H, H2, CH4 and C The eq\'1tions 
CH4 ;:.===> 
H2 .... ====~,. 
are writtt '1 as: 
'0 0 1 0' H 






Pressure tabl! for HCl'AB 
2 0 l' H 
0 0 0 H2 
CH 
C 
1620 The ratio of :ocal convective heating rate to stag-
nation convecttve heating rate. If QRATI set to zero, 
the pressure i. computed using QS from QSTAB as 
follows: P - Rl ~F*Pa1EF.PRAT*QS/HE 
- w 
1625 Stagnation heatllg rate table used to obtain 
hypersonic press\ re when QRATT-O. 
1630 Maximum radius of ,blating body. Required only 
when flow through J. ')rous Media effects are 
c()nsidered (ItiPT - ~) 
1700 Effective nose radius 
1640 Initial density of each eomponent of material that 
will pyrolyze 
1641 Delllsity of insulation layer 
1650 Stoichiometric coefficients of the reactanta of 
pyr()lysis gas kinetics equationl.. See explanation of PSC 
; 2M 
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FORTRAN 




















1660 Power on the temperature in the forward rate 
constant in pyrolysis gas reaction 
1670 Alphanumeric input of specie names in pyrolysis 
gas kinetics. See explanation of PSC 
1680 Power on the temperature in the reversed rate 
constants in pyrolysis gas reactions 
1690- Empirical constants for heat capacity· of 
elements below 1000 K 
1110 Temperature table corresponding to values in ALPHAT 
1120 Starting time 
1130 Table of time steps 
1140 Temperature to which back surface is radiating 
1150 Temperature change required before pyrolysis gas 
composition is recomputed 
1160 Temperature table for CKNDPT 
1110 Back surface temperature at which coolant 
becomes active (TNST~P 5 0). When TNST~P - 1, 
TdBAR is back surface temperature at which program 
will stop 
1180 Controls point at which computation stops. If TNST.P ~O, 
program stops at ENDTAU. If TNST.P - 1, 
program stops when back surface temperature reaches TNBAR 
1190 Time at which surface removal option maybe 
changed using NT~PT 
1800 Temperature table for CPTAB 
1810 Time table for HETAB 
1820 Temperature table for HCTAB 
1830 Temperature table for HWTAB 
1840 Temperature table for CKTAB 
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SYMBOL NUMBER Definition 
TTABQR 1860 Time table for QRTAB 
TTABQS 1870 TiIr.e table for QSTAB 
TTABTB 1880 Time table for TBTAB 
TTABX 1900 Time tah1e for XTAB 
TTAL1 1910 Time table for AL1TAB 
TTAB2 1920 Time ·tab1e for AL2TAB 
TTAU 1930 Time table for TAUTAB 
TlBGPB 1940 Temperature table for CPPTAB 

















1951 Temperature table for CPPT2 
1957 Temperature table for CPPT7 
1960 . Temperature table for PHIPTB and PHIETB 
1970 Temperature table for CKNDPT 
1980 Temperature table for CKNPTB 
1990 Blank table 
2000 Temperature table for ELAMTB 
2010 Temperature table for ~C~MBTB 
2020 Time table for WC~TT 
2030 Time table for PRATT 
2040 Time table for QRATT 
2050 Time table for XPREST 
2060 Temperature at fixed locations (Z) 
2070 lnit1.al value of wcCDfT 
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Table used with option 2 
Initial value of wcsDIT 
Surface mass loss rate by sublimation 
Initial value of WPWT 
Total mass flow past a given poin: (one value for 
each station) 
Molecular weight of each specie in pyrolysis gas 
X<XMIN, program stops 
Thickness of X at which surfacH removal option 
will change using NX~PT 
0rder of oxidation reaction 
XP<XPMlN, program stops 
Square root of the total stream pressure in 
atmospheres, when considering ,i\lbsonic or super-
sonic flow. Set to .~c;IO for cOlUJluted pressure 
2200 Table to input rad:l\:,'3 of curvature as a func-
tion of time when option 5 is used. 
2210 Table to input char thickness as a function of 
time when option 3 is used 
2220 Stefan Bolt~mann constant in appro-
priate units. 
2230 The mole fraction of gas speciE:s produced by 
each pyrolyzable component 









This table contains a list of input and output FORTRAN variables 
in the order they appear in the I/O lists. Instructions for use of library 
subroutines related to I/O are included in Appendix A. All tables use 
subroutine FTLUP for table look-up unless otherwise noted below under 
comments. 
The following input3 are entered by namelist entitled NAMEl: 
FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER 
NAME IN TABLE I 






















(96) NCP7 1266 
(100) TlCPP 1950 
(101) T2CPP 1951 
(106) T7CPP 1956 
80 
PHYSICAL NO. OF COMMENTS 
SYMBOL INPUTS REQ'D 

































Used to initialize tempera-
tures at fixed locations 
within solid (e.g. thermo-
couple locations) 
Table to input specific 
heat of char 
Table to input specific 
heat of each componert in 
the virgin state 
FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER 
NAME IN TABLE I 
(110) CPPTI 100 
(Ill) CPPT2 101 
(ll6) CPPT7 106 
(120) MCPDP 970 
(130) NCPDP 1250 
(140) TTCPDP 1970 
(150) CPDPTB 110 
(160) MCPBAR 960 
(170) NCPBAR 1240 
(180) TTBCPB 1940 
(190) CPBTAB 120 
(200) MK 1030 
(210) NK 1340 





(250) NCKNP 1220 
(260) TTCKNP 1980 
(270) CKNPTB 260 
(280 MCKNDP 930 





















































Table to input specific 
heat ·)f insulation layer 
Table to input enthalpy 
of pyrolysis gas as a 
function of temp. when 
kinetic treatment of 
pyrolysis gas is not 
calculated inte~nally. 
This table not required 
when pyrolysis gas kinetics 
are treated in detail 
(ICPBARfl) 
Table to input thermal con-
ductivity of char as a func-
tion of temperature. 
'Iab1e to input composite 
thermal conductivity of 
virgin material 8S a func-
tion of temperature 
Table t~ input thermal 
conductivity of insulation 
layer as a function of 
temperature and position 
81 
FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER PHYSICAL NO. OF COMMENTS 
NAME IN TABLE I SYMBOL INPUTS REQ' D 
(300) TCKNDP 1760 T NCKNDP 
{310) CKNDPT 270 k" NCKNDP 
(320) MHW 1020 NA 1 Table to iaput enthalpy of 
external gas stream at the 
(330) NHW 1330 NA 1 surface temperature as a 
function of temperature 
(340) TTABHW 1830 T NJM 
(350) HWTAB 210 H NHW w 
(360) MALPHA 880 NA 1 Table to input absorptivity 
(370) NALPHA 1150 NA 1 of the surface as a 
function of temperature 
(380) TALPHA 1710 T NALPHA 
\.390) ALPHAT C;90 
"'r NALPHA 
- (400) MALPHl 890 NA 1 Table to input b10ckine 
factor of surface reaction 
(410) NALPH1 1160 NA 1 produc~s as a function of 
time 
(420) TTAL1 1910 T NALPH1 
(430) AL1TAB bOO c NALPHl 
(440) MALPH2 900 NA 1 Table to input blocking 
fact~r of pyrolysis reaction 
(450) NALPH2 1170 NA 1 products as a function of 
tiJDe 
(460) !TAL2 1920 T NALPH2 
(470) AL2TAB 610 a NALPH2 p 
~ (480) MHE 1010 NA 1 Table to input enthalpy of 
~ 
gas external to boundary 
(490) NHE 1320 NA 1 layer as a function of 
time 
(500) TTABHE 1810 t NHE 
'I (510) HETAH 200 H e NHE 
(52G) MQc.: 1070 NA 1 Table to input convective 
heating rate as a function 
(530) ~Q(' 1400 NA 1 oft1me 
82 
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FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER PHYSICAL NO. OF COMMENTS .j 
>, NAME IN TABLE I SYMBOL INPUTS REQ'D l i 
f 
;.:. 
., (540) TTABQC 1850 t NQC ~ 
• 
. r (550) QCTAB 390 qc NQC f ,-
t ! ,~ (560) MQR '? ,1071 NA 1 Table to input radiant i ~ heating rate to the surface f ~ .i 
t (570) NQR 1410 NA 1 as a function of time 
I (580) TTABQR 1860 t NQR 1 
i (590) QRTAB 400 qr ~QR 
!' 
(600) MCWT 920 1 Table of surface recess- .i 
ion rate as a function of I (610) NCD0T 1190 1 time when option 2 is used 
& NC~T is greater than (620) TTMCDT 2020 t, T NCWT or equal to zero. When 
s NCCD0T is less than zero, ~ (630) WCWTT 2090 m NeWT this table is used to c :1 input snrface recession as t 
a function of surface 
temperature. 
(640) MX 1120 NA 1 Table to input char thick-
ness as a function of time (650) NX 1490 NA 1 when option 3 is used ~ 
~ (660) TTABX 1900 t NX 
(670) XTAB 2210 X NX j 
" 
(680) MDUMl 990 1 J , 
I' (690) NDUMl 12:',-; 1 Table for expansion ~ 
(not used) 
(700) TIDUMI 1990 NDUMl 
(nO) DUMlTB 821 NDUMl 
(720) MQS 1080 NA 1 ~able of stagnation heating 










































(870) ETA 660 
(880) EPSONE 630 
(890) TNST~P 1780 





(930) TTABHC 1820 
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can have 10 vllues which are 
specified f01 10 equally 
spaced thic'~esses of 
insulation numbered from the 
back surface of the ablator. 
Either one value or 10 values 
required. 
Calc!ulated internally 
Not used for input. 
A value of 5 is assigned 
internally. Not used for input. 
A value of 5 is assigned 
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(970) TTABTB 1880 
(980) TBTAB 470 
(99u) XP 550 
(1000) XDP 560 







(1050) TAU~ 490 
(1060) W~T~ 2080 
(1070) WP~T~ 2110 
(1080) DEL~ 820 
(1090) FRE" 851 
(1100) ENDTAU 500 
(1110) X~PT 2160 



































Not used for input. A 
value of 25 is assigned 
internally. Table to input 
latent heat of surface removal 
process as a function of 
temperature and 
pressure. Uses subroutine 
DISCO! for table look-up_ 
Table to input tempera-
ture to which back surface 
is radiating as a func-
tion of time 
85 
36 
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IN TABLE I 
(1330) MXPRES 1130 
(1340) NXPRES 1510 
(1350) TTXPRE 2050 
(1360) XPREST 2190 
(1310) MQRAT 1072 
(1380) NQRAT 1420 
(1390) TTQRAT 2040 
(1400) QRATT 1620 
(1410) WeSD~ 2100 
(1420) wee~ 2070 
(1430) AL 280 
1100 
(1450) NTAU 1450 
(1460) TTAU 1930 
(1470) TAUTAB 1730 
(1480) TeHAN 1750 
(1490) MAXIT 910 
(1500) ERR~F 850 
(1510) lDEBUG 853 
(1520) THETA 
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COMMENTS 
Table to input square 
root of the total stream 
pressure as a function 
of time 
Table to input the 
ratio of local laminar 
to stagnation convec-
tive heating as a func-
tion of time 
Make no entry 
Table ~o input time 
step as a function of 
time with zero order 
interpolation (time step 
remains constant at TAUTAB 
value until time equals or 
exceeds next TTAU value.) 
All entries in this table 
should be pcwers of 2. e.g. 
1/32, 1/16, 1/2, 1, 2, etc. 
A value of 25 is 
recom:nended. 
A value of 3 is 
recommended 
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FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER PHYSICAL NO. OF COMMENTS 
NAME IN TABLE I SYMBOL INPUTS REQ II D 
(1535) BBEXP 750 1 
(1540) I~PT1 855 1 
(1550) PREHE 1580 1 
(1560) ABUT 724 1 
(1570) MXR 1140 NA 1 Table to input approxi-
mate geometric coefficients 
(1580) NXR 1520 tlA 1 as a function of position (see reference 9) 
(1590) XRTAB 2200 x/r NXR 
(1600) GAM1TB 621 ~~ NXR Uses (1570), (1580), and 
.£. (1590) above to input 1 
(1610) GAM2TB 621 ~2 NXR approximate geometric coefficient as a function 1 
of position j 
:fII 
(1620) NPHI 1360 Table to input para~eter 
as a function of tempera- I (1630) MPHI 1e50 ture (see reference 9) ~ 
(1640) lTBPHI 1960 NPHI 
(1650) PHIPTB 710 M ljJ NPHI 
-1L-
M 
(1660) PHIETB 700 Y NPHI Use (1620), (1030). and (1640) above to input 
rs,ra!lleter a q a function 
of temperature 
(1670) ?ERh 1551 k 1 See reference 9 
(1680) R 420 See reference 9 
(1690) C0N 780 See reference 9 
(1700) AC~EF 726 3 
(1710\ ~..L 2220 1 in - 0.6 T~ble to put hN as a 
(1720) E!.AMl'B 350 A 40 function of surfac~e ~..p. and pres~ure 
(1730) 1~~ lOGO T 10 Uses DISCO! for 
table look.-up 
88 
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}O'ORTRAN ITEM NUMBER. 
NAME IN TABLE I 
(1740) PEl.~ 1550 
(1750) IPRINT 860 
(1760) KTXDP 870 
(1770) ICPBAR 857 
(1780) MSMIN 1090 
(1790)TTHC~MB 2010 
(l800)HC~NBTB 841 
(1810) PHC0MB 1560 
(1820) NHC0MB 1310 
(1830)~PHC~MB 1311 
(1840) CMASSF 770 
(1850) CHANGE 760 
(1860) DDELHP 220 
(1870) CS~LlD 790 
(1880) RH~Z 1640 
(1890) NPYR 1370 
(1900) AP 20 
(1910) BP 50 
(1920) RH0 665 
(1930) RH0C 670 
(1940) 0RDER 1530 
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COMMENTS 
Table to input heat of combus-
tion of the char 
as a function 
of temperature and 
~ressure. Uses DISCOT 
for table look-up. 
Set internally to a 
value of 28 
Set internally to a 
















FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER PHYS lCAL NO. OF COMKENTS 
NAME IN TABLE I SYMBOL INPUTS REQ' D 









(2000) EQN 840 
(2010) RSC 1650 
(2020) PSC 1581 
(2030) NREX 1440 
(2040) NPEX 1350 
















12 NRHAT (12A6) 
Variable FORHAT (6F4.0) input 
required for each term 
Vaxiab1e in chemical reaction 
e.g. for the cheuical 
reaction CH4 - C(s) + 
2H2, 1 RSC and 2 PSC are required 











FfRHAT (E8.0,IX, 2F6.0) 














"aKAT (7E10.5) One set 
of inputs for each 
element in the system 
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f . FORTRAN ITEM NUMBER PHYSICAL NO. OF COItlENTS f 
I NAME IN TABLE I SYMBOL INPUTS REQtD 
• 
t 
J ; (2150) S5 1690 1 I t 
I ~ (2160) All 746 1 I t FeRMAT (7EI0.5) One set i I ·(2170) A22 746 1 of inputs for each element in the system 
I (2180) A33 746 1 (Le. MK cards) ~ , I 
t (2190) A44 746 
1 






f (2210) XFW 290 1 r 
1 
t FeRMAT (20X, EI0.4, lOX, ! 
~ I 
J 
(2220) SNAME 1670 1 A6, 16, lU5.4) \ 
f 
(2230) IC~DE 858 1 KSPI sets of input 
(2240) DELH &10 1 f' 
r (2250) YI 2230 NPYR*KSPl FeRMAT (7E10 .4) 
J KSP1 cards with NPYR 
I iuputs per card (2260) AA 720 MM*KSPl F~RMAT (7EI0.5) , 
t. 
i (2270) AI 733 1 
1 
~. l f. 
::·,1 (2280) BI 733 1 ~ . 





(2300) DI 733 1 f 
(2310) El 733 1 F¢Ri'1AT (7EI0 .5) i i 
(2320) FI 733 1 I t 
(2330) GI 733 1 
(2340) All 734 1 
(2350) BII 734 1 , 
(2360) cn 734 1 I (2370) D!I 734 1 91 I 



















NO. OF COHMENTS 




















Preliminary Printing Before Computation Begins 
... QSWL 
'*' I i , 
: ..i 
Q 
Output .tram NAMELlST entitled NAMEl: This liSI is printed 
automatically wll~ss IPRINT is different from zero. The list is headed 
by $NAMEI and cont~ins each entry in NAMEl followed by the actual data 
containec! ill t:he .!.~'_·ations reserved fr r that variabl e. If all locations 
reserved are not input, the remaining ones will be filled with zeros. 
This list is followed by $END. 
Title card: The contents of the title card are printed next and 
followed by the title "INPUT DATA." Some selected tables with titles 
are printed. These tables are followed by some items that remain 
constant during computation. 
Cyclic Printing 
Printing interval: Cyclic printing of values that change with 
time are printed at intervals of FRE~. 
Items printed each cycle: The number of iterllions needed to 
converge during the last time step is printed last. The current time 
TAU and the last time step DELTAU used in the comput!tion are printed 
first. These items are followed by 10 columns of numbers. The first 
column on the left is the temperature of each finite difference station 
from the surface inward. The second column (WWP~T) is the mass flow 
rate of pyrolysis gas past each station. The third :olumn RH~C is the 
char density at each station. The next seven columns are the local 
density of each of the solid components that make up the original 
ablatior: material (some columns may have all zero entries for a simple 
material). • 
TLese 10 columns are followed by a list of current values of 
variables that are individl'ally titled. 
Additional printing (1) when IDEBUG ~ 0., there is additional 
printing that is done to aid debugging. The following items are printed 
each iteration: TAU, WCD¢T, WCC~T, WCS~T, WPD0T, X, XP, QCNET, 
TEMPERATUFES of each s~ation during current and previous iterations. 
(2) When ICPBAR ; 1, and the pyrolysis reactions are treated in detail, 
the follcwing items are Drinted each interval of FRE~. A group of items 
dealing with front surface conditions. This group is followed by a list 
entitled ENTHALPY, This lis~ contains the enthalpy of the pyrolysis gas 
at each $Oinite d:;'.I.ference station where gas flow is large enough to be 
sigr.ificant. The next list contains information about each reacting 
specie in the pyrolysis gas. The final list in this group 1s entitled 
w1lEP and gives the ~Ulrent rate of cieposition of carbon from the gas 
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TABLE III 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OllOlTRAN SYMBOLS 
lORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATIOt~ LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
AA 720 2260 
AAL 
ABEXP 722 1530 
ABIT 
ABUT 724 1560 




AEF 728 2070 
AER 130 2100 
AEXP A 10 1190 
AF 132 2050 
Al 133 2270 
All 134 2340 
AL 1 280 1430 
ALAM 
ALPHA a 590 
ALPHAi~ 
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I 
FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
BETA P 620 860 
BEXP B 40 1200 










CE Ce 90 1240 
CELL 
CELLI 
CHANGE 760 1850 
CI 733 2290 
CIl 734 2360 
CIJM Ci+j+m 140 850 
CIPJ Ci+j 130 830 
CK 
CKDP 
CKNDPT k" 270 310 
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FORTRAN PHYSICAI_ LOCATION LOCATION 










~DELHP 220 1860 
DELH 810 2240 
DELHF 240 800 
DELHP 810 
DELSUM 
DELTAU b.t 690 
DELWF I1wf 530 
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! 
FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL n~ TABLE I IN TABLE II 
DELZS 
DHRODZ 
Dl 733 2300 












DUMlTB 821 710 
DWCCDT 
E 
EI 733 2310 
Ell 734 2380 
EIJM (i+j+m fSO 840 
EIPJ (i+j 1250 
ELAM 
ELAMTB "NO. 6 A Le 350 1720 
99 
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SQ. 1 --r = 11IIIIIIII 1 I 
1 
' . .tt/~>, 
FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
ELl 
E' ') L_ 
EL3 
EN 




EPs0NE £1 630 880 
EQN 840 2000 
ERR0R 850 1500 
ETA n 660 870 





FI 733 2320 
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LOCATION LOCATION 
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FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 














H m 300 1040 
t-lALPHA 880 360 
t-lALPHAl 890 400 
NALl'llA2 900 440 
MAT 
MAXIT 910 1490 
MeOOT 920 600 
MCKNDP 930 280 
HCKNP 940 240 
Mel' 950 40 





FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
l-lCPDP 970 120 
MCPP 980 80 
MDUMl 990 680 
MHC 1000 910 
MHE 1010 480 
MHW 1020 320 
MK 1030 200 
MM 1040 19BO 
MPHI 1050 1630 
MPRAT 1060 1290 
MQC 1070 520 
MQR 1071 560 
MQRAT 1072 1370 
MQS lOBO 720 
MSHIN 1090 1780 
MrAU 1100 1440 
MTB 1110 
MX 1120 640 
MXPRES 1130 1330 
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FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 




NPHC0MB 1311 1830 
NPHI 1360 1620 
NPRAT 1380 1300 
NPEX 1350 2040 
NPYR 1370 1890 
NQC 14liO 530 
NQR 1410 570 
NQRAT 11.20 1380 
NQS 1430 730 
NREX 1440 2030 
NS 1390 1970 
NTAU 1450 1450 




NT¢PT 1470 1180 
NTOTAL 
NUMZ 1480 1160 
NUMZ1 
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FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
PRATT 1570 1320 
PREHE 1580 1550 
PSC P 1581 2020 
P2 
P5 P 1585 935 
Q 





QCTAB qc 390 550 
QR 
QRAT 
QRATT 1620 1400 
QRR 
QRTAB qr 400 590 
QRZ 
QS 
QSTAB qs 410 750 
R R 420 1680 
Rl 
R2 
RATE Rj 430 
108 
FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 




REFF 1700 1270 
RESID 
RH0 P 665 1920 
RH0C Pc 670 1930 
RH0C0 
RH0LD 
RH0Z 1640 1880 
R0 
R0DD 











RSC Y 1650 2010 ij 
lOY 
FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 







SF S 1660 2060 
SIG 
SIGMA 
SNAME 1670 2220 







Sl 1690 2110 
S2 1690 2120 
53 1690 2130 
54 1690 2140 
55 1690 2150 
T T 460 10 
TALPHA 1710 380 
110 
• • • • 
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FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
TAU 




TAUTAB 1730 1470 
TAVE 
TB 
TBTAB TB 470 980 
TEMP 








TIPJ li+j 480 
TKINET 
TN BAR 1770 1010 
TNST0P 1780 1390 





FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYMBOL SYMBJL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
TTABCP 1800 60 
TTABHC 1820 930 
TTABHE 1810 500 
TTABHW 1830 340 
TTABK 1840 220 
TTABQC 1850 5/~0 
TTABQR 1860 580 
TTABQS 1870 740 
TTABTB 1880 970 
TTABX 1900 660 
TTAL1 1910 420 
TTAL2 1920 460 
TTAU 1930 1460 
TTBCPB 1940 180 
TlCPP 1950 100 
TTBPH1 1960 1640 
TTCKNP 1980 260 
TTCPDP 1970 140 
TTDUM1 1990 700 
TTELAM 2000 1730 
TTF 
TTHC~MB 2010 1790 
TTMCDT 2020 620 








































































































FORTRAN PHYSICAL LOCATION LOCATION 
SYHBOL SYHBOL IN TABLE I IN TABLE II 
X0NE0 
X0PT 2160 1HO 
X0lillER n 330 1230 
XP Xl 550 990 
XPHlN 2180 1150 
XPRESS 
XPREST 2190 1360 
XRTAB 2200 1590 
XT 








YDEL 2220 1710 
n 2230 2250 
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Figure 3.- C0~parison of nurerical and exact solutions for slab heated 
at constant rate. ,,, 
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